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1

INSURANCE IS

DID FIELD, JR.
TRY SUICIDE?

AGAIN TO FORE

It Was Acc-

Equitable Enormities are

Family Say
ident

but Many

WAS IN

ROOM BY HIMSELF MONEY

BV MILLIONS

YOUNG MAN WORRIED

OVER SON

STILL

THE

END NOT

REACHED

New York, Nov. 24. Geo. R. Drown,
Chicago, Nov. 24. Marshall Field,
of the Equitable, was the first witness
was decidedly better thin morning and bis chances for recovery are called by the Insurance Investigating
considered much brighter.
committee today. Brown's testimony
showed that the Equitable furnished ;
FURTHER PARTICULARS
money for the construction of King
RECEIVED ABOUT AFFAIR
houses to the amount of $3,100,-UUDenver, Nov. 24. The Post lust modeland
that King took the profits.
evening received from Chicago tele- He said
that the executive committee
graphic Information that some think was responsible
the transaction
the shooting was the act ol young and that Hyde hadforcharge
of the matBulcide.
attempting
commit
to
Field
ter.
He was In the room by himself at the
Milton M. Madison, a bookkeeper
time the shot was fired, and the fam- of the New York Life, testified that
ily gave it out that he was handling a the company participated
in the
pistol which went off accidentally, United States Steel corporation synwounding the young man in about the dicate to the extent of $2,325,000. The
'same part of the body in which Presi- company received a profit of $52,417.
dent McKlnley was wounded, and He also testified that in 1901, J. P.
from which few recover.
Morgan' & Co. advanced $59,310 to
The bullet wound was a ragged one. Andrew Hamilton, who has been callIt1 passed through one of the
vital ed the "legislative generalissimo,"
parts of the abdomen, penetrated the
that In October, lo2, Hamilton
liver and lodged In the back. There and
was credited with $59,310 against this
was little difficulty in removing It. account.
Marshall Field, the father, is speeding on his way from New York as fast
as a special train will bring him. He GIVING ADVICE FOR
was In Manhattan when notified of
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
the disaster that had come to his son
and heir. He was overwhelmed. The
young man waa In delicate health,
Washington, D. C, Nov. 24. Every
and had worried greatly over the Ill- day hundreds of letters are received
ness of his son, Marshall Field, third. by President Roosevelt, asking him
to Insert certain recommendations to
message.
congress in his annual
OCCUPATION RECORDS
Among the requests which President
SOLD AS WASTE PAPER Roosevelt received, and Is now considering, is one from Governor Douglas of Massachusetts, recommending
Washington, D. C. Nov. 24. After legislation looking to the removal of
having carefully stored for years the the tariff on hides and a change In
official records of the o?"".patlon of the foreign relations of this country.
Cuba, and Laving paid 'JfiOO a year for It is understood that the request of
such storage, the government today Governor Douglas Is due to the fact
turned over the entire mass of docu that the leather trust has threatened
ments to the wastepaer mall. From to advance the price of. sole leather.
these records, many costly, if not valu This would mean a serious blow to the
able, volumes have been compiled and
industry of this country, and
printed at public expense, and the shoe
would be particularly felt In the state
general opinion was that the original of Massachusetts,
where the shoe Inrecords were worthy of preservation. dustry has reached the greatest deIf for nothing more, they should be velopment.
valuable In that they pesent the exact
facts regarding General
Leonard
HER DUES
Wood's expensive regime in that Is- FRANCE GETS
FROM VENEZUELA AT LAST.
land. According to the results of the
Caracas, Nov. 24. In view of the
congressional investigation, that refact that no representative of the
gime was also worth all it cost.
French government called on the Venezuelan government on Nov. 14th, for
JtMEZ INDIANS ARE
the second Installment of the Plum-le- y
arbitration award, that being the
RELEASED ON BOND
date the money was due, the Venezuelan government asked the AmeriA few days ago The Citizen an- can minister, Mr. Russell, to receive
nounced the arrest, bringing to this the installment and yesterday the
city, and the preliminary bearing of money was delivered to the American
announced from
It
Indians from the village of Jemez. mlnlutor
Judge A. J. Abbott, their attorney, was Paris Nov. 16 that the foreign office
on
here, and
the latter's return to nad been an vised tnat president uas-trSanta Fe, he Is quoted as follows;
on Nov. 15 had refused to pay the
Judge A. J. Abbott, accompanied second installment,
i ne awara cov-osiistainpH hv thp French
HnniBfrpR
by C. J. Crandall. superintendent
of
the Indian school in this city, re- citizens during the revolutionary per-- j
turned last night from Albuquerque iods prior to 1903.
where they went to Investigate the
case against three Jemez Pueblo In- BIOS RECEIVED ON LARGE
dians, who are charged with InterferVARIETY OF ARMY SUPPLIES.
ing with the United States mails.
Washington, I). C, Nov .24.
Bids
attorney
as
acts
Judge Abbott, who
for a large variety of army supplies,
MexNew
In
for the Pueblo Indians
to be delivered at the depot of the
ico, stated that the Indians were Quartermaster, either at New York,
charged with holding up the stage, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago or St.
which carries the mail to the Jemez Louis, were opened at the War Dehot springs. They were arrested some partment today. Among the supplies
days ago by the United States mar- for which bids were received, are
shal, and at their hearing yesterday various kinds of wearing apparel, barpleaded not guilty, rack chairs, mosquito bars, water
In Albuquerque
and were released on bonds. Their coolers, ruhber hose, electric batteries
trial will come up at the regular term and fans and fire hose pipes.
of court which will be held in December,
AGITATION AGAINST THE
GOVERNMENT IN JAPAN.
REALIZES
NEW YORK
The agitation
Tokio. Nov. 24.
VALUE OF FRANCHISES. against the government for its
New York. Nov. 24. The Hoard f
of martial law, and Its supEstimate met today in public session, pression of the liberties of the press,
many sympto give a public hearing on the var- is gaining strengm.
ious nffpra received for the Port athizers with the opposition party can
Chester railroad franchise. There are le found, even among the members
several competitors in the field and of the house of peers.
all of them are represented by coun
sel. The city demands i(s,nuu a year CINCINNATI'S SCIENfor1 the first ten years and $35,000
TIFIC CLUB MEETS.
a year for the last fifteen years of
Cincinnati. O., Nov. 24. The anthe franchise. In addition it demands nual banquet of the Curvier club was
that the company pay 10 per cent per held
evening, and as ex-- i
last
lineal foot of single track within the peeled. It surpassed all of Its pre
city limits for the first ten years decessors in brilliancy and number of
20 per cent a foot for the last participants.
The Cuvler Club is a
fifteen years.
famous organization
and numbers
among IU honorary members many of
the most distinguished men of both
St. Louis Wool.
Four new members
.St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 14. Wool mar- hemispheres.
were initiated on that occasion.
ket steady and unchanged.
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APPOINTED

BY

GOVERNOR

FOR THE

WORKER

THE TERRITORIAL

IN

LAST

COUNTY

MAKING

ST.

LOUIS

EXHIBIT

A

SUCCESS.

NOT

FOR

INTEREST AND FAITH IN THE FUTURE OF NEW MEXICO ARE INDICATED BY THE WORK THEY HAVE DONE IN THE UPBUILDING OF THE LOWER PECOS VALLEY
AND THE LARGE INVESTMENTS THEY HAVE MADE IN THAT PART OF THE TERRITORY.
OF
BOTH THE FATHER AND BROTHER ARE WELL KNOWN FIGURES IN THE WORLD
THEIR

SPRINGS, COLO.

FINANCE AND RAILROADS, AND THEIR REPUTATION AS CITY AND RAILROAD
GIVEN THEM A PERMANENT PLACE IN WESTERN HISTORY. Editor.

WASHINGTON
Allied Companies

BUILDERS HA8

OF.

LEADING EDUCATORS

BY THE CART LOAD

Southern Association of TeachEngineering Great Campaign
ers Closes Its Best
Rate Control, Proposed
Conference.

Against the
by President Roosevelt.

MANY

Washington, Nov. 24. The railway
Interests are preparing to make a bitter tight against the policy of President Koosevelt In regard to rate, legislation.
Hundreds of resolutions are pouring Into Washington, some uddressed
to the white house, and others to the
senate committee on Interstate commerce.
These resolutions purport to
come from chambers of commerce,
business organizations and labor unions, and they declare vigorous and
fixed opposition to the

o,

ra

Esch-Townse-

bill.
A man who has taken

a prominent
part as one of the railroad lobby said
that there would be enough of these
resolutions presented to congress to
convince that body that the country

has undergone a change of sentiment
on the subject of rate legislation. He
says that the leading commercial bodies of the leading cities In the United
States will be found to be on record
against this legislation.
At the white house It Is Bald that
the resolutions which denounce the
rate bill are mostly the result of a
very expensive campaign which the
railroads have been making for the

I

past six months.
It Is claimed that this campaign

Is

For exbased on misrepresentations.
ample. It Is stated that railway employes have been Informed that the
proposed legislation would be so disastrous to railroad earnings that all
employes would have their wages cut;
this has frightened the trainmen and
they have subscribed to resolutions
prepared for them by higher officials
of the roads.
It Is further stated that the commercial bodies of cities like Seattle
and Los Angeles have been Informed
that the new legislation would mean
putting freight rates on a mileage
basis, and on this basis they would
lose the cheap through rates which
they now enjoy.
The argument has been used with
so good effect that resolutions against
rate legislation have been secured
from boards of trade of the principal
California cities, and from Boston,
Baltimore,
New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago and Minneapolis. It la con
tended by the friends of the rate legls-lion that both these claims, as to the
bill, are
efTect of the
I false.
i
i

ui

Esch-Townse-

j

GOOD FOR PASSENGER ENGINEERS

RUNNING ALBUQUERQUE SOUTH

Washington, I). C, Nov. 24 Secretary Bonaparte has ordered that the
annual reports of the navy bureau
chiefs, which have not yet been made
public, shall be withheld until lie has
had an opportunity to read them, and
possibly until the appearance of his
own report. This order Is the result
of the publicity attending
the remarks and recommendations of Hear
Admiral C. W, Kae, engincer-in-chic- f
of the navy, on the subject of naval
personnel. The bureau chief went
pretty thoroughly into the question of
the need of naval engineers, and in
the course of Ills comments remarked
that the navy was not In a position
to win battles, owing to the lack of
trained engineers, and the failure of
t tit- - Navy Department
to provide engineer officers for ship of war. This
assertion has attracted much attention, especially abroad, and Is considered to have been an Injudicious statement to make, admitting It to be tru.
There is no subject which is approached more gingerly on every hand by
those in authority than anytiiini;
which has to do with the naval personnel, and in that general subject a
comment iiion naval engineering i
to the an
ri carded n inviting
bur. Most naval officers believe that
of bureuil chiefs
the annual
li'M;'.d not b
eliied, and i hut the
opinions
Mil in that quarter
should not h Influenced by nigher
authority unlets it is desired that the
l

n

i

a

I

MATTERS

OF IMPORTANCE

Nashville, Tenn., Nov 24.
This Is
the third and last day of the annual
conference of the Southern Educational association, which has been
the most successful ever held In the
history of the association.
Part of
the morning session was devoted to
the transaction of routine business
and the discussion of several matters
laid over from the day before. Super
lutendent Powers of Hot Springs,
Ark., delivered an address on "The
County Superintendent und His Mis
slon:" Superintendent of the City
Public Schools George B. Cook, alBO
of Hot Springs, spoke on "Some City
School Problems;" Prof. P. P. Clax
ton, University of Tennessee, Knox-vlllTenn., on "The Public High
School;" W. K. Webb, principal of the
Webb School, Bell Buckle, Tenn.. on
"The Private High School," and Prof.
S. M. Tuc ker, of the State College for
Women, Tallahassee, Fla., on "The
Relation of the Southern College to
the Public School." After the morn
Ing session the board of directors held
Its annual session.

,

PROFESSOR DOUGHERTY
GOE8 TO PENITENTIARY.
Peoria, 111., Nov. 24. Newton C.
Dougherty has pleaded guilty to five
of the forgery charges agulnst him
and will be taken to Jollet penitentiary
either tonight or tomorrow. He appeared before Judge Worthlngton today, plead guilty, and was given a
sentence of from one to fourteen
years on each of the five counts, same
to be concurrent.
Dougherty bas
turned all his property over to his attorney and It Is said to more than
make good the school board defalcations.

THE WORLD'S GOLD PRODUCT

NAVAL CHIEFS' ANNUAL REPORTS

,

Senator Burton on the Stand.
8t. Louis. Mo., Nov. 24. Senator
J. R. Burton, of Kansas, took the
stand In his own defense today In his
trial on the Indictment charging him
with having acted In the capacity of
a paid attorney for the Rlalto Grain
ft Securities company before the. post- office denartment. while he was serv
Ing in the capacity of a United States
senator from the Sunflower state.
Senator Burton emphasized the fact
that a conference arranging for his
employment by the Rlalto Grain company took place on Illinois soil while
on board a train, and that It was
beyond the Jurisdiction of the court.
He declared that he could not remember anything about the conversation
testified to by Charles H. Brooks yesterday, which was a distinct point lor
the prosecution, and related In detail
his talk" with Chief Postoffice Inspector Cochran, In which te Is alleged to
have told Cochran that he expected to
act as attorney for the Rlalto Grain
& Securities company. He was
for almost an hour, but did
not lose his former claim, and remained apparently firm, and replied
to all questions without visible excitement.
Follow Clotely Former Evidence.
On the . stand; Buxton's testimony
followed closely that given In the former trial, with the exception that in
with
describing his conversation
Thomas B. Harlan, in regard to what
the latter has already testified, Senator Burton laid special stress upon
the fact that before the conversation
relating to his employment by the
Rlalto company was started, the train
In which they were en route from St.
Louis to Chicago, had crossed the
Mississippi river and was In Illinois,
outside the Jurisdiction of the court
before which the case was being tried.
For Service. Not Influence.
Burton testified that during his conversation with Harlan, who was the
representative of the Rlalto company,
he (Burton) used the following words
In connection with his proposed employment: Now Mr. Harlan, let me
understand you, I am a senator. This
company Is using the malls extensively. Is It contemplated In any way
that I am to use any Influence In the
department, directly or Indirectly?"
HU answer was very emphatic. He
said: "No, senator, we do not want
any Influence In the department."

AMERICA'S CONTRIBUTION TO

SECRETARY BONAPARTE WILL EDIT

j

JURISDICTION

cross-examine-

ANNUAL MEETING

RAILROADS SENDING THUNDER TO

COURTS

,

ON THE REPUBLICAN TICKET IN CHAVES COUNTY.

COMMISSIONER

IN

St. l.ouls. Mo.. Nov. 24. The de
fense in the case of United States
Senator Burton, which began yester
day afternoon, continued the introduc
tion of evidence today. From a statement made by Attorney Lehmann,
the leading counsol for the defense,
that he would finish the lntrouucnou
of evidence today, It Is believed that
the case will go to the Jury by tomor
row. Few witnesses have been sum
moned by 8enator Burton and It Is
believed that he will be the principal
witness In his own behalf.

GOOD

AGO WAS A CANDIDATE

independence ol chicis shall be impaired. The great trouble lias been
that the head of the department has
little time lo read annual reports and
these documents have been largely
ignored on every hand
Hereafter
there w ill be greater are exercised,
In the perusal of thin- reports, lest
there is something in ihe common's of
emthe bureau chiefs which will
barrass the Navy Department in Its
plans for obtaining legislation. It is
desired also that there shall be nothing in the reports which will attract
much attention from abroad.

The
Washington, D. C, Nov. '.'
produced in i I'nlled Slates,
during the year for which the government has Just completed its fug
ures, is announced as 3.910.72! ounces.
This gold, if brought together and
1

gold

.6ft

THEM

in Which Fleet is Thought Already on
He Took Case Was in
Way From Greece to
Illinois.
Dardanelles.

HE WAS AN ALTERNATE TO

A YEAR

BY

Says Conversation

MEXICO
A

of

Powers.

SENATOR ADDS LITTLE NEW IS NOT ACCEPTED

DIFFERENCES BY
INTEREST IN POLI-

OF THE
OTERO AS A MEMBER
NEW
EXPOSITION, AND PROVED HIMSELF

REPUBLICAN CONVENTION, AND

NATIONAL

THE

IN

HE DOES TAKE AN ACTIVE

Ultimatum

to Close Tomorrow.

J. J. HAGERMAN, THE FATHER OF THE APPOINTEE, HAS A BEAUTIFUL HOME AT ROSWELL, WHILE AN ELDER BROTHER, PERCY J. HAGERMAN, MAKES HIS HOME AT COLORADO

s

't

HE WAS

IS AT PRESENT DIVIDED,

BOARD OF MANAGERS

THE

I

Topeka. Kan., Nov. 24. The Santa Fe system proper, through
J. E. Hurley, general manager, has allowed passenger engineers on
increase in wages.
the division between Albuquerque and El Paso, an per
100 miles,
Their pay heretofore has been $ 3.65 and $3.75
The new rates are $3.75
cording to trie class ot engines n
and $3.93. being the same as on the division between La Junta and
Raton.
Engineers, except those in pat senger service, are relieved from
filling grease cups. The demand for increase of pay for freight en-owas rejected by General Mana-gineers on the New Mexico divisi
two days' conference between
ger Hurley. This is the result of
members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers' grievance
committee and Mr. Hurley.
'" '"
e e e

NEW MEXICO

WHICH

TICS.

IS IN NO SENSE A PARTISAN

BUT WHILE MR. HAGERMAN

I

SEEMS COME

.

Witnesses and Expects

Washington, Nov, 24. President Roosevelt today authorized the issuance of the
following statement:
"The president announces the appointment of Herbert J. Hagerman, of Roswell,
N. M., as governor of New Mexico, to take
effect at the expiration of Governor Otero's
term, Jan. 22, 1906."
There has been bitter factional quarrels in
New Mexico for some timearid in view of that
fact the president thought it best to select a
man who was in no way connected with either
faction. Mr. Hagerman was strongly recommended to the president by Secretary Hitchock.

Father Hurriedly Left New Officials Acted on Own Authority and Directors
YorK For Home on the
Were figureheads.
News.

.

Defense Offers but Few Sultan's Refusal to Grant

-

USED

TURKEY'S TIME

ON THE STAND

H.AGERMAN BECOMES NEW
MEXICO'- NEXT GOVERNOR

First Unearthed.

lieve Contrary.

NUMBER 20G

SENATOR BURTON

PRESIDENT iSPEAES AND

as Startling as Those

Be-

NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 21. 1005.

DOES

GERMANY

SUSTAIN

PORTE

Constantinople, Nov. 24 The reply of the Portes to the demands of
the powers is not only a categorical
rejection of the demands, but contains thinly veiled threats that pressure from Europe will possibly excitethe Turkish
population to nprlsals
and assaults on Christians. The communication states that the Turkish,
government finds it absolutely Impossible to accept financial control of
Macedonia, as It would violate the
sultan's sovereignty. After a tree- Ing to a prolongation of the mandate
of the foreign civil agents, the not
concludes:
"If the powers Increase their pressure in order to compel acceptance of
control, the Imperial government declines all responsibility for the conso- -,
qtiences which may arise from d I
tent among the public."
The foreign representatives are considering the question of increasing
the number of their guard ship here
to protect the citizens of their re
spective nationalities.
The Genoa
ambassador has again urgently represented to the authorities the advisability of accepting the lemands of the
powers and thus prevent disagreeable
consequences.
-

NAVAL DEMONSTRATION
NOT TO BE POSTPONED.
Paris, Not. 24. It Is stated In offi-

cial quarters here that an exchange
of communications between the poir-er- s
concerning Turkey's answer to
their ultimatum have resulted in a
practical determination not to con- n i ii v i i iic mm n ri
iv iuq rm j
Ing of the naval demonstration, which
wilt proceed without delay.
It Is understood that the warshlpa
vt the different powers are now roaring from PirMesiiB..-- ' TiAiir oUJecile-- i
point Is not definitely stated, but the
Island of Mltylene still appears to be
the objective point most applicable to
the situation.
w

NATIONAL

GUARDS
OF PENNSYLVANIA

Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 24.
The moat
Important military gathering
ever
held here waa opened today, when the
annual convention of the National
Guards' association of Pennsylvania
was called to order in the convention
hall of the Scbonley hotel, at 9: SO
o'clock this forenoou. Col. A. J. Logan,
the president of the association, opened the meeting, and delivered his annual address, in which he outlined
the various important matters which
will come up for consideration at this
The morning session
convention.
was devoted principally to the transaction of routine business and
of various matters of Interest to the national guard. Among
re
those present at the convention
Brigadier
Pennypacker,
Governor
Generals John A. Wiley of the Third
Brigade, J. W. Schall of the First Brigade, and J. 8. P. Gobln of the Second
Brigade; Adjutant General Charles,
A. Miller, Capt. Howard B. Corsler.
of the Fourteenth Regiment, and
many other, officers of the National
Guard, as well as some officers of
the regular army.
There will be another session this
afternoon, in which a number of interesting papers will be read by officers of the national guard. The reading of the papers will be followed by
discussions. The question of state
armories will be thoroughly discussed.
It was this association which framed
the bill that resulted In an appropriation of $250,000 for state armories.
This evening a banquet will be
given to the delegates. Several prominent regular army officers will be
present and will deliver addresses on
military subjects. It Is expected that
some valuable suggestions will be
made for the betterment of the militia
service and for placing it upon a more
strictly military basin than that. Uon
w hich' It Is now

cheapen the value of this precious
inelal, or to reduce the purchasing
power or a gom dollar to any appre
ciable extent. .
ASSOCIATION
A large amount of gold Is lost to BAR
the world every year. It Is estimated
BANQUET SPEECHES
by experts that hundreds of pounds of

Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 21.
The
Milwaukee Har Association will make
Its annual hairnet, which will
be
held at the I'lanMngton Hotel this
evening, a eommeniorat ion of the retirement of Judge James (!. Jenkins
from the I'nlted Stales Circuit Court.
I'reidenl Julius
Uoehr will presiae
the banquet and Judge Jenkins will
guest of honor.
be Ihe principal
Among those present will be Judge-TileS.
and Judge liaker of
Judge W. II. Seaman of
Chicig

Gin- -

-.

TWO FREIGHTS COLLIDE
WITH FATAL EFFECT.
HarrUliurg, Pa., Nov. 24. One train
Inman was killed and five others
jured in a wreck on the Pennsylvania

i

Gro.-ncu-

480,835,643

latlroad
at Thompsontown today.1
caused by the collision of two freight
trains. A mail train ran into the:
wreckage, blocking, the four tracks fori
several hours.

,

Gold

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSION
ARRIVES AT NEW ORLEANS
IN THE 1'NITKI)
KTATK.S IN A YFAR COM P RKI
New Orleans, I.a.. Nov. 24.
The Colli PKODlVHD
l
SIZK TO A MAN OK ORDINARY lirililiT.
Homt-eekes' Kxcursioii
from the
northern anil northwestern territories
arrives here this ev t.ug over the ii "Id. d into an equilateral cube, gold are annually
wasted l.y the
A deleg.v v ''il,t make a solid
Hill. ois Central railroad.
block mi feet
of gold coins,
iiuhes hiiili. and the sane.- d:tiau- ..
tion of stai." otlic.ais an others,
A certain amount is
by the
,,n iN sides.
in the colonization
plan,
of coins in waier ami other
places
'I lie
134 'a odd ton
of gold which wheiy hey are not likelv to be re
boarded tl'" tta.n of the excursionists,
,
the 1'niw.l State adds to the general covered. Then a large volume
this toon, fit d v. ill i so'irt the
of
W'j
not likely toxoid passes every
to this ci'y.
iu a jear i
intj the arts.
i

o-- .t

home-seeker.--

--

l

),-a-

lo,.-s.on-

heloytan, Judfe J, V. CJiKtlleiS ot
.Milwaukee, former Judge
Rotnanxo
liunn of Madison and Joseph U. Donnelly.
Nearly all of them will be
among the speakers of the evening.
Ii is expected that there will be about
two hundred at the banquet.
A

COMMITTEE
OBTAINS NEW TREASURER.
French I.ick Springs. Ind., Nov. 24-'I'liotnas Tagart. chalrtu in of the
democratic national column t c, today
aiipoit.-oAugust il luionr, of New
York, as treasurer or tbo committee,
to succeed George Foster Peabody,
who
it is stated, on account
of sickness.
DEMOCRATIC

ALHUQUEKQUE EVEKINO

PAGE TWO.
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NEW MEXICANS AT
'

HE WAS

CATCHER

IN DIPLOMATIC

SERVICE

NATIONAL CAPITAL

The President and Other

days as?o Tho t'iti.eu, excluspecial dispatch to the Denver
Republican, from Washington, dated sively, published a special dispatch
from Washington announcing that
Nov. 21. says:
John B. Abarnathy of Oklahoma Is Herbert J. Hagerman had been seIn Washington hunting a Job.
He lected by the president' to succeed
wishes to succeed William D. Foster Miguel A. Otero as governor of New
a
Mexico.
The Morning Journal, up
as United States marshal of
and there is an excellent pros-- i Gold avenue, with ancient and narrow ideas tthat of not publishing impect of his so doing.
Mr. Roosevelt last spring saw him portant matters if its competitor has
catch a wolf alive and tie Its jaws It first ) has Just found out that Mr.
with a bit of wire. It was not a man Hagerman is likely to be the next governor of New Mexico, and that the
eating wolf, Just a coyote.
But later Mr. Roosevelt saw lilm gentleman has called on the presicatch one and tie it and throw it over dent.
the saddle and later cRteh a second' The next governor came to New
and bring It into camp with his gloved Mexico from Colorado Springs, and
the Evening Telegraph of that city
hand still holding it by the jaw.
That caught the president's fancy has this .to say alwut him:
and when he' returned to Frederick' Herbert J. Hagerman, formerly of
l,
after the wolf hunt he delivered to Colorado Springs, but now of
N. M., is to be New Mexico's
the townspeople who gathered about
the tail end of his car an eulogy upon next governor, if press dispatches are
their fellow townsman. There was no true.
Advices from Santa Fe state that
great enthusiasm, but the president
was just as well satisfied, and went President Roosevelt has told a New
on to tell them about how much Mexico delegation which called on him
pleased he had been with the consid- that he had decided to appoint. Mr.
eration the people had shown In leav- Hagerman to succeed Governor Otero,
ing him alone during the hunt. I.ater whose second term la about to expire.
Herbert Hagerman Is the younger
he mentioned-Abernathand his deed
In Ills magazine story upon the hunt son of J. J. Hagerman, former' y the
millionaire mine owner of this city
now millionaire apple king of New
and
THE TRAIN ROBBERY
Mexico.
He is the brother of Percy
Hagerman, of Colorado Springs, and
TRIAL AT LAS VEGAS numbers
his friends here by the hundreds.
Mr. Hagerman was second secretary
INTEREST IN BLACK CASE DEEPENING
NEWBY'S TESTIMONY of the American embassy at St. Petersburg when Mr. 1. N. Hitchcock,
The train robbery case has passed the present secretary of the interior,
through interesting phases since yes- was ambassador, and it is said that
terday noon, says the Las Vegas Op- Secretary Hitchcock has strongly Incandidacy
tic. Nov. 22d. Th attendance at the dorsed Mr. Hagerman's
court room has been large. It in- for the New Mexico governorship.
Mr. Hagerman Is a young man, becludes a number of ladies, who apparyears of age, but
ently entertain feelings of lively ing but thirty-fou- r
sympathy for the prisoners. The. Uni- he Is a man of splendid education,
ted Stales is putting forth every ef- and strong character. Ho Is a gradfort to make an invulnerable case, uate of Cornell university. With his
while Judge E. V. Long is stubbornly father he has Inaugurated a campaign
contesting every point In the case. against gambling in New Mexico and
The trail Is one of the most notable if appointed governor, will ask the
that has been tried In the United legislature to pass a measure forbidding gambling in the territory.
Mr.
States court here In years.
An interesting witness was Charles Hagerman is a close personal friend
messenger of the of Governor Otero, and his appointNewby, express
Mr. ment would be a victory for the prestrain held up at Fort Logan.
Hagerman was
Newby was on the stand yesterday ent administration.
an alternate to the last national reafternoon.
and Governor
He positively identified Jim ftlacK publican convention
and John Murphy as two of the men Otero appointed him a member of the
managers
board
of
of the ..New Mexwho assisted
in the robbery. The
witness stood up before the jury, tied ico exhibit at the St. Louis exposition.
a handkerchief over the lower part of
his face, put on a slouch hat to illustrate how the train robbers were dis- GREAT SPREAD OF GLANDERS
guise)) and how they stood with reAMONG KINGMAN HORSES
gard to himself.
He said he saw
enough of the faces of the men, in
spite of their disguises, to be able to DR. NORTON WAS COMPELLED
know then again, and in the face of
TO KILL TWENTY-SEVEN- ,
AND
a rigid cross examination he declared
THIRTEEN OTHERS DIED DISthat he oould not possibly be misEASE BELIEVED TO BE UNDER
v
taken as to their identity.
CONTROL.
McV.len. chief dispatcher for the
Dr. J. C. Norton, who returned to
Rock Island, testified to the time of
arrivals and departures of trains with Phoenix from Kingman, reports that
a view to showing that the men had he killed In all, twenty-sevehorses there. About thirteen
time to reach the place where ttje robbery was committed after they left have died rrom the disease, making a
total of forty tha,t have been lost by
Denver.
Reed, a shoemaker at Amarillo, the owners. The horses were used
from the Gold Roads
Identified the prisoners as men who as freighters
had purchased boots on a certain day mines.
The disease was brought in by a
at the store where he was employed.
J. O. Mcintosh, Rock island special horso that came In overland about a
officer, detailed the circumstances of year and a hulf ago. Dr. Norton
the arrest of the Black boys and Mur- learned that the owners were Inphy in Oklahoma. Mr. Mcintosh and formed by a veterinarian nine months
other officers found two of the prison- ago that glanders was affecting the
ers picking cotton and the other gath- horses. They failed to comply with
ering corn. They made no resistance. the law In the matter, but now that
The officers had previously searchou Dr. Norton has been made aware of
the house where the loys had been the prevalence of the disease they are
staying and secured their guns and giving their
to stamp it
three masks, which were produced lu out. The horses were shot and their
court. Mr. Mcintosh told of accom- carcasses burned.
Horses that come In by shipment
panying the prisoners to the United
are always inspected when not acStates jail at Chickasha.
On cross examination witness said companied by health certificates, but
his activity in the case was wholly in- in cases where they are brought In
overland it Is not always possible to
dependent of the rewards offered.
This afternoon Officers Lily, Mad-so- get hold of the fact. Dr. Norton exand United States Commissioner pects to have the disease stamped out
Payne were to be called to give fur- Boon, now that he has got hold of It.
This Is the first serious outbreak
ther particulars of the arrest and preliminary hearing and of an attempt of the glanders here in years. There
on the part of the prisoners In the have been several horses killed with
United Stales jail to make their es- the disease in tho past few years, but
cape, resulting In the killing of one, In every instance it has been horses
Hosworth. who according to the theory that have been brought in in the same
of the United States ,was one of the manner as the horse that spread the
disease this time.
train robbers.
The disease is always fatal, and humans are subject to It. It does not
Every Ounce You Eat.
Every ounce of food you oat that falls affect cattle.
to digest does a pound of, harm. It
Don't Be Deceived.
turns the entire meal into poison. Thii
not only deprives the blood of the nec- Do not be deceived by counterfeits
essary tlssue-bulldimaterial, but It when you buy Witch Hayel Salve. The
&. Co. is on
poisons it. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is name of E. C.
a perfect dlgestant. It digests tbe food every box of the geinuiue. Plies In
regardless of the condition of the their worst form will soon pass away
stomach. It allows that organ to rest If you will apply DeWitt's Witch
and get strong again. Relieves the Hazel Salve night and morning. Best
Tetter, EcBelching, Heart Burn, Sour Stomach, for Cuts, Burns, Bolls,
M.
H. Mlddleton,
Indigestion, Palpitation of the Heart, zema, etc. Mis
Thebes, 111., says: "I was seriously
etc. Sold by all druggists.
afflicted with a fever sore that was
very painful. DeWitt's Witch Hazel
$5,000
To loan on city properly.
Salve cured me In a few days. Sold
by all druggists.
F. H. KENT.
A few

A

High

Officials Were Seen on
Important Matters.
SOME OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST
dispatch from Washington, under date of November 22, and
conpublished In the
tains the following items of general Interest to the people of New Mexico:
The delegation of citizens of the
Pecos valley, with Judge A. A. Freeman as chairman,
which has been
here for ten days working upon the
expect to start
project,
Carlsbad
home Saturday. The secretary of the
interior has approved the project of
the purchase by the United States of
the reservoir, dam and irrigation system of the Pecos Irrigation company,
in Eddy county. Six 'hundred thousand dollars will be spent for the purchase of the interests of the stockholders of the company and for necessary improvements and extensions.
T&e JUflUed. States reclamation aerr
Ice will do the work, and much time
will be saved by thlft fact, as other
wise a delay of ninety days for adver
tising for bids would be necessary. As
tnoch local labor and material as pos
sJble are to be used.
Assistant Territorial Superintendent
of Public Instruction Amado Chaves
and Mrs. Chaves, called on Presl
dent Roosevelt and were cordially re-relved. A pressing Invitation to at
tend a White House muslcale was ex
tended to them.
Charles L. Ballard Is not a candidate
for United States marshal for New
Mexico. He was offered the office by
the president, bat positively declined.
receiver of the
W. A. Thompson,
United States land office at CUyton.
who Is here. Bays that he is not a canto his presdidate for
ent position, and also that he is not
n candidate for any position outside
of New Jlexico.
The fact that United States Senator J. B. Foraker is pronouncedly
against the president's plan for railroad freight rate regulation by legislation, may seriously affect the chance
of Creighton M. Foraker. present
United States marshal for New MexIt is underico for reappointment.
stood at Washington now that if
refuses the marshalship, that the
president may tender the office to
Clark M. Carr. son of General E. A.
Carr, retired, ami for many years stationed at Fort Wingate.
Herbert J. Hagerman is here and
marattended the
riage. He pays that he is in the national capital on social business. He
called on the president several days
ago and was assured of his appointment as governor of New Mexico.
Appointments of United Slates marshal and secretary of the territory,
will be among the very first considered upon the assembling of congress.
Secretary Reynolds is now here and
is a candidate for reappointment. His
father, Jefferson Raynolds, will
his valuable aid in securing the
office again.
It is raid that there is some dis
connected opposition to the reappoint
ment of Chief Justice Mills, Assoc!
ate Justice McFie and Associate Justice Parker, but it is believed t..at
this will not have much effect. The
appointments for the positions will be
sent In upon the assembling of congress. It looks favorable for the reappointment of the three. There is
no opposition here so far, to the president leapiKiln! iug Judges Abbott am'
A special
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BISHOP KENDRICK
VISITED ROSWELL

Ros-wel-
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CONTAGIOUS BLOOD FOISOII
KING OF ALL DISEASES

To Contagious Wood 1'oisou rightfully belongs the name King" ot nil
Diseases. It is the most powerful of all human ailments corrupting every
Bishop .1. M. Kendric k, of New Mex- part of the body and wrecking and ruining the lives of those unfortunate
ico and Arizona, came to Roswcll Sat- enough to contract it. When the first sign appears in the form of an insigurday evening and conducted services
sore or nicer, few persons realize that the deadly virus has entered
liere Sunday for the Protestant Epis- nificant
is the poison that one drop will vitiate aud pollute
copal church. Holy communion In the blood; but so potent blood,
and in a short time the degrading and horhealthiest
and
purest
the
morning
by
morning,
followed
the
prayer, was largely attended. In the rible symptoms begin to appear The mouth and tliro.it ulcerate, the glands
fall out, copper-colore- d
overling Frank Smith, Percy Hinson in the neck and groius swell, the hair and
and Mary Emily Poo were confirmed. spots apx.ar on the body, and in the latter stages of the disease the poison
or two months the bishop has bad even works down and destroys the bones. No other disease is .so highly
In liU hands the resignation of Rev. contagious, and many have contracted it and suffered its awful consequences
hand-shakHinson, rector here, who desires to through a
haudlmg the i lothmn of one almcted with
move to Texas, ami the matter will it, or 'drinking from the same vessel. S. S. S . The King of Wood Purifiers,
robably be decided during the hi ay is the onlv
Collisions Wood Poison. It eoes down into the cir
cuie
of the bishop, who will be liere sev
particle of the virus. It is nature's antidote
eral days. A reception for the bishop culation ami forces out every for
this peculiar poison, ami cures me oisease
was given by the church people at
in id I its stages, and cures it permanently.
the home of Mr. anil Mrs. 11. R. MorS S. S does not hide or cover up any of the
row. Roswell Record.
iviison to break out in future years, but so coui- CtCrV
J7 O pletely eradicates it from the blood that no signs
A full line of liquors, wtnes and corh. is purely vegeiaoie,
specialty. Er Pltnri V lFTFTiRI F are ever seen again h
dials. Family trade
nest Meyer A C?.. 11 West Silver runtLl HUtisoLU. we offer i.oio for proof that it contains a par? for home treatment
Awnue.
Book wi'. i hi.sirucl:
ticle of mineral of any V:v
furnished by our physicians
you desiie will
any
advice
medical
and
"Mother was lucky" paiia bought sj without charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLAilTA. GA.
us range.
eye-btow- s
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fr

mm

Here you'll find
what you've been

One cent per word, each

looking

MINIMUM

Montetima Tttsst
NET

CHARGE,

SALARIED

PERMANENT

these columns.

15c.

Capital and Surplus

WANTE&
V AN T& D
C ea n
raRS. inquire
The Citizen office.
WANTED
rbree painters, highest
V

wages. C. A. Hudson.
VVAN
hlJ I'tiite gentlemen board- ers; no Invalids. 410 South Ktlith
1

street.

WANTED A i;irl to help with cook
ing and house work.
31o South
Third street.
WANTED Clerk for general store;
good salary for the right man.
(., this office.
v A
iTiiJ 4 wo or mree
turnislied
rooms for light housekeeping. Ad
dreng. p. o. Hox 73, city.
WANTED Position by engineer and
electrician of six years' experience.
Oood references.
Address, C. It.,
this office.
WANTED
Gentlemen second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street
south ot viaduct. Send address and
will call? R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTED Ixip jobbers with stock,
long contracts;
also white pine
Krader. E. L. De Camp, care J. M.
Dennis Lumber Co., Rhoades, Ariz.
FOR RENT
d

FOR

RIi?tba'rerTuniihed

f'ron

room, over postomce.
TO RENT One side of store room,
at 209 South Second street.
FOR KENT One nicely furnished
room. 214 South Walter street.
FOR RENT furnished rooms for
housekeeping. Large and airy. 524
West Railroad avenue.
Apartments, in Park
FOR KENT
View terrace, eight rooms each;
H.
modern equipment throughout.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
FOR"
RENT Nicely furnished cot- tage flats, two and three rooms, flO
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norrls,
524 John street, east and of viaduct.
rooms, By
FOR RENT Furnished
tlay.week or month; also for light
housekeeping. The La Veta, 113
West Lead avenue. Mrs. J. Flaming,
proprietress.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE A saddle pony. Enquire
McQuude, 234 North Walter
of J.

$100,000
4

4

POSITIONS

HAPOOO08 (Inc.), Brain Brokers
917 tbenlcal Building, SL tori

MEXICO
4- -

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
Co Loan
Money
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

for men of buninesn-rtttini- r
nbtHty. W't need at one
hundred, of men h ran present hi"fh grade propnn-tvm- n
And produce irtnt.
f'rvifait experience not
eMrntial
Choice ot detr4ble location,
hit el lent
opportunity for dvanretnent.
We lino have hated in
Clerical and Technical
own nfftcfw mmy Kierunve,
positions and good opportunities
for men having;
money to invent with their service. Writ ut
irtatinff prmitinn Heirfd.

Co.

Make your wants
known
througn

In- -

aertlon.

for.

24, 1905.

COLUMNS

ALBUQUERQUE,

Oki-hom-

H.0(

by Carrier, 60c per month

M

WOLF

NOVEMBER

BANK INSTITUTIONS

OS

The Citizen s Classified Columns Promote Business

Count)

Rer-naHU- o

ffaai tftmMa Dbpefchai.
CNy u4 Cvt
Ortvtitltn.
TIm Urprt Nw Marie Clrculttlaa.
largait Nurttwr Art rent Cimlttion

r

A

WANT

POPULAR

Reason Capt. Prank Prantz, Will Name Him as Governor
of the Territory of New
of Oklahoma, Will be
Mexico. y
Remembered.
AND. ALSO

FRIDAY,

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

HERBERT J. IIAGERMAN

ROOSEVELT LIKES

PskllshH Dill; sis' Weekly ky

CITIZEN.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

4

On

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly maue
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods re-- !
your
possession. Our rates
main in
are reasonable. Call and see us beborrowing.
fore
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
PROFESSIONAL

t

44'444'4'4 f t

4 t 4

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities,

fUs &m&

auiuioi;cti of

qX

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, 1150,000.00.

CARDS

and

Solicits

New

DENTISTS.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

SOLOMON

Dental Surgeon.

Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. 'ni. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made ly mail.
LAWYERS.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
John H. Stingle.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

T. Armljo
N. M.

.

building,

&

SANTA

FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue,
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY-AT-LA32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

E. W. Dobton.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice

LUNA, President.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Officers and Directors.
JOSHT7A S. RAYNOLDS
M- - W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKEQ

?;

President

vice President

,

.R.JlTx;

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

H. F. RAYNOLDS
U. S. DEPOSITORY.

j

,

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

Crom

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

fij7
$600,000.t
.'.

$250,000. 90

Santa Fe Railway Company

Suite 16, N
Albuquerque

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- ,
rooms
Barnett building
Albuquerque N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS

The State National

46-4-

street.

D. F. McCrolllna.
farm wagon,
Civil engineering, surveying and
Apply 214 South drafting,
209 Railroad avenue.
Auto
Edith street.
matic 'phone 740.
your
SELL, RENT OR TRADE List
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
A. L. Morgan.
FOR SALE Must leave town, an
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
will sell my piano at a bargain. Ad
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
dress, B. O., this office.
cheerfully
furnished; Job work solicbusi
A
nood
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Automatic phone, 724; 6hop at
ness for city property; T. I Mc- ited.
911 Sorth Second
street, Albuquer-quSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
N. M.
FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
piano, In fine condition and almost
PHYSICIANS.
new, at a bargain.
For particuA. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
lars, call at this office.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
Room 25, Whiting building, over
TO EXCHANGE flood Improved city
Vann's drug store. Automatic
property for vacant lots. T. L. Mctelephone, 410.
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
C.
exchange man.
McSPADDEN
Tho
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
exchanges.
See him for business
President New Mexico Board of Osteo300 South Broadway.
pathy.
All
successfully
diseases
Office in Harn.nt building.
treated.
FOUND.
FOUND A gold locket, bearing mon Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both teleogram and containing pictures of a phones. Sundays by appointment.
lady and child. Owner can recover
FALL TERM.
same by applying at this office, pay-luAlbuquerque
Business College Opens
reward to finder and cost of
Monday, September 4, 1905.
this ad.
Bookkeeping
Courses
and Penman
'
Man's Unselfishness
Shorthand, Typewriting,
Eng
is often as great as woman's.
But ship,
Spanish
lish,
and Mechanical Draw
Thos. S. Austin, Mgr. of the "Repub Ing.
lican," of Leavenworth, Ind., was not
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
unreasonable, when he refused to
For particulars, call or address
allow the doctors to operate on his
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
wife, for female trouble.
"Instead,
R. O. STOLL, Secy.
he says, "we concluded to try Electric
Librarybuilding,
East Railroad aveHitters. My wife was then so sick. nue.
she could hardly leave her bed, and
five (5) physicians had failed to reASSAYERS.
lieve her. After taking Electric Bit
CORBET A. COLLINS,
ters, she was perfectly cured, and can
now perform all 'her household du Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ties." Guaranteed by all druggists
price 50c.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
Notice For Bids.
REAL ESTATE
Bids for tho repair of the bridge
crossing the Rio Grande at Corrales,
4
1 1 vir
in accordance with the plans and spesurveyor,
cifications of the county
H. B. GILCHRIST,
filed in the office of the county clerk,
Real Estate and Insurance.
4
will be received by the hoard of counMoney to Loan.
4
ty commissioners up to 10 o'clock, a.
215 West Railroad Avenue.
11105,
the
in., Tuesday, November 28,
t
v
board claiming the right to reject any 4
a'
a
or all bids.
t 1 1I
JAMES A. SUMMERS.
I
WILLING HELPERS.
Clerk.
Whai's the use of a helper, If v
everywhere
he isn't willing? Willingness is
Mothers
praise One Min
an amiili" mauile which will al- - 4
ute Cough Cure for the sufferings it
most cover all the sins of serv- has relieved and the lives of their lit
tie ones it has saved. A certain cure f lee. . But a classified advertise- ment In The Evening Citizen is a
for Coughs.
Croup and Whooping
Cough.
willing helper that Is not only
Makes breathing easy, cuts
absolutely competent, but also Is
out phlegm, and draws out the inflama willing worker. It works all
mation. Sold by a'.l druggists.
the time for you. It Is the best 4
'
CONTRACTORS, ATTENTION.
and most economical publicity in
4 the world.
Proposals, or Mils for tho construc
t t t t
tion of a
brick business
drip, tl rip, oil everywhere"
building, with cellar,
stone founda
lion, of 50x80 feet, are solicited. Bids bitter cook with safe gas.
will be received until December 5,
V.I05, at V) a. in., the architect
re
serving the right to reject any or all
bids.
Plans and specifications can and CURE the LUNGS
be bad by applying to G. Palladlno,
architect,
North Fourth street.
WITH

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

FOR SALE
in good condition.
Two-hors-

e

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

We hare nsd a very satisfactory crowth sines the establishment
of our bask. If you are not one of our customers, vt should like
an opportunity to show you eur superior facilities.

e

h7connormdd.o.

O. N. MARRON,

ii

t

M(

t

President..

J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

e-

0

0
D. A. McPHTERSON, Tlce President.
ROT McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

0

o
oooooo
OeXI5000Oe)0
"OLD RELIABLE"

-J

O

ESTABLISHED 1878

B. PUTNEY

L.

WHOLESALE

GxROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions

g

T7

$100,000.00
$260,000.00

,

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

ioOeKZO

ALBUQUERUE, N. M.

O O

0OeX0000

What's the use?
Wouul it pay any one to keep

GET
A

oy

qAs
HEATER

pound-in- s

away day after day, telling the
same story, making the same state- ment, If the statement was not backed
mi-is- :
naruiy; soon ureaners
reached. When we say

AND

A

X.

Gas

THEN
THANK is one of ihe unatest values to any
US
home,
e Know wo are
making a
LATER
statement that an investigation will
FOR
prove true. Have you a Gas Water THE
Heater? Do you cook with gas In
'
ADVICE.
vinttr? We cru explain why you
should. Let us try it costs ou noth

Heater

I

Y

i

imttmtt

two-stor-

KILLthf COUCH

I

Th,.L

k

l.l

Dr. King's

Wm Discovery
0NSUMPTI0N

for C OUGHSand
OLDS

the news

Pries
tOc&St.OO
Free Trial.

burust and Uuitkrst Cure for nil
.i
:ur.:AT
lttvo troub- Ll;3, or JIONK1 HACK.
r--

Subscribe for The Citizen and get

Light & Power Company

t

"lil,

cried Hannah Plant, of Little Hock,
Ark., " for the relief I got from Buck-leif- s
Arnica Salve. It cured my fearful ruuuim; sores, which nothing else
would heal, and from which I had suffered for five years." It Is a marvelous healer f,,r cuts, burns and wounds.
Guarantee, by aV (,r,.!"",0t; 2fc.

Ine Albuquerqua Gas, Electric

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

NEXT

C.

BAP K OF COMMERCE

203 W. Faifroad Ave.

At Consistent Prices

.1.

TO

HALDmnGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
BUILDING
3 PAINT
Always
PAPER
more, looks best, wesrs
8tO0k- Lime,
Cement,
longest, most economical, full
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
measure.

t' HERMAN-WILLIA-

FIRST STREET AND

COL

VF.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

Q
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IF THE WOMEN
Who suffers every month from ail
ments peculiar to their se would only
take an occasional dose of Hostettr's
Stomach Bittsra they would find their
various organs strengthened and better able to perform their proper

Judge Oeorgo R. Craig ft enjoying
a pleasant visit from his c nxin. A. V.
Kherer. who arrived last uicln from
Topeka. Kan. Mr. Sherer - a clerk
In the general offlres of tho .;anta Ke
at Topeka.
Depot Master E. D. Wells returned
from Ia. Junta last night, alter a snou
visit there on account of the il.ness of
his father. Mr. Wells says that hi
father is much Improved over his condition uf a few days ago.
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HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS

11

and

SIM

The Eastern

being taken exclusively by
hundreds of women, who freely testify
to Its wonderful efficacy in cases of
Backache, Cramps, Vomiting, Diizi-nesCottiveness or Indigestion. Try
a bottle.
Is now

Addition, Highlands

s,

received here from
dispatch
A
Pittsburg, Pa., announces that W. I'.
Hagan. of Pittsburg, has been elect-ed treasurer of the Santa Fe Central
railway, the Pennsylvania Development company and the New Mexico
Fuel & Iron company, vice T. I.ee
Clarke, deceased.

SANTA

Ft

WILL

Where we are now celling those beautiful

BE

Tots

at from 1125 to

$200

per lot, on the installment.

plan.

REPRESENTED IN CONTEST

is

which is
The oratorical contest
going to be held by the senior class
1$
Judge H. L. Waldo, head of the leof the high' school December 15, prom
gal department of the Santa Fe In
ises to be of great, interest, as the
New .Mexico, Is in the city from Ias
successful participant in this prelim
Vegas taking a hand in the defense
inary contest will have the honor or
of the Santa Fe in the rebate case, on
representing Santa Fe In the terriarwas
Important
motion
an
which
torial oratorio contest to be held In
ADMIRAL' C. M. CHESTER.
gued in the Second district court toAdmiral Chester is in command of Albuquerque, December 27. An admisday. Frank W. Lathrop, assistant
general solicitor for the road, is also the United States cruiser Minneapolis sion fee of 25 cents will be charged
which is, hurrying to Kronstadt to pro here to help defray the expense of
iiere from Kansas City.
sending a representative to Albuquertect Americans.
que. New Mexican.
Frank M. Purdy. president of the
Santa Fe, Piescott & Phoenix rail- WANTS $1,000 WHICH
NOBODY CLAIMS
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.
road, went east yesterday en route to
Suit was filed In the district court
Washington. He traveled in his private car and was accompanied by at Phoenix by V, E. Messenger, ad- Their Unceasing Worn Keeps Us
Strong and Healthy.
N. Oakes ministrator of the estate of Marcus
liis brother,
county
ilurt'hy. They will remain In Wash- Messenger, against Maricopa
All the blood In the body passes
ington some time watching statehood for $1.0(10. When Marcus Messenger, through the kidneys once every three
Murphy deceased, left the oftice of treasurer minutes. The kidneys filter the blood.
legislation.
Both President
Murphy, of Maricopa county, he turned over to They work night and day. When
and, his brother,
$l,0uo healthy they remove about 500 grains
are 'opposed to joint statehood for New his successor, J. Elliott Walker,account
which he stated he could not
.Mexico and Arizona.
of impure matter dally; when unThe healthy,, some
for. It was an overbalance.
part of this Impure
books did not account for it. He was matter is left In the blood. This
TWO RAILROADS FIGHT
sure It did not belong to him. It was brings on many diseases and symp-tom- e
COMING EVENTS
never learned where the money bepain
the back, headache,
FOR A MAIL CONTRACT longed.
The administrator to his es nervousness, lahot, dry skin, rheumaNovember
George Samuels
tate recently appeared before the tism, gout, giavel, disorder of the
company.
for
asked
and
of
smiervisors
board
SANTA
FE
Irregular
AND
ISLAND
ROCK
hearing, dizziness.
November 29 Damon and Pythias,
money, but It was not given him heart, and
debilitv drowsiness, dropsy, de by locai talent.
SHORTENING TIME TO LOS AN the
He now brings suit for the amount posits in the urine, etc. But If yout
December 1 The "Broken Hearted
GELES TO SECURE IT.
and It will be up to Judge Kent to de keep the filters right you will have Club" and "Sarah's Young Man." by
cide whether the thousand dollars be no trouble with your kidneys
local talent, under the auspices of the
Fighting to secure a big mnil con longs to the deceased treasurer's es
Nazario Alarid, of Cerrlllos Road, Albuquerque Woman s club.
tract between Kansas City and Lo tate or to the county.
consays:
M.,
December 5 "Marriage of Kitty."
"I was
Santa Fe, N.
Angeles, the Rock Island and Santa
my kid- buying
medicine
for
tinually
December 7 "Two Merry Tramps."
TO
Fe roads started in on a sposd war COMING HERE
I used
neys.
medicine
December 8 "Cousin Kate."
None
of
the
RATON.
FROM
LIVE
at the beginning of the present week
my kidneys
December 16 "Mahara Minstrels."
Mr. I. R. Brackett and family, will had the slightest efTectI on
The'spoils of the war is a contract
or backache, at least was unable to( December 25 "Hooligan In New1
worth $250,000 a vear, to carry tn leave the last of the week for their notice' any. When an attack of back-- , York."
Mr. and
,oii wwon L'lnmi gmi ra i f nrn la, ne w home in Albuquerque.In the
same ache reached the virulent stage I was; December 27 "Hans Hanson."
Mrs. Brackett have lived
points.
compelled to stop work for an hour;
sevfor
on
street
North Second
The profits of this contract will be house
The greatest or all newspapers Is
When'
until the spasm disappeared.
go
to
years
are
reluctant
enteen
and
equal to almost the entire sum reof St. Louis.
Buffering from an attack I got Doan's the Daily
In
daughter
is
their
but
Raton,
ceived, because both roads have to from
soon ben-- j It has no equal or rival in all the west,
remedy
Kidney
Pills.
The
will
they
Albuquerque
and
carry mail cars on their California school at
eflted me in every way and removed' and ought to be In the hands of every
limited trains to accommodate the lo- go there to be with her. Their son,
every symptom or Kianey compia,ini. reader of any dally paper. It costs
rewill
high
school,
who
is in the
cal mails, and the through mail will
I heartily recommend Doan's Kidney by mail, postage prepaid, daily, Incitizens
Old
graduate.
to
amount to between ten and fifteen main here
cluding Sunday, one year, $6.00; 6
Pills."
express
regret
the
much
at
of
Raton
tons a day. Already both roads "nave
months, $3.00; 3 months, $1.50; daily
from
proof
like
this
more
Plenty
family
wish
and
of
departure
this
reduced the running time between
without Sundav, one year, $1.00; 6
Call at the
people.
Albuquerque
Raton
new
home.
In
their
Kansas City and the coas.t, and It is them well
pharmacy and ask what their months $2.00; "3 months, $1.00; SunRange.
staid faster time will be made.
day edition a big newspaper and
customers report.
The new time card, which took efbv all dealers. Price &o magazine combined, 48 to 76 pages
For
sale
Calamity.
A
Disastrous
fect November 12. schedules the CaliCo.. Buffalo, N. every Sunday, one year, $2.00; six
is a disastrous calamity, when cents. Foster-Mllburfornia limited train for thirty min- youIt lose
Indi- Y, sole agents for the United States. months, $1.00. A subscription to the
your
health,
because
utes shorter time between Kansas gestion
at these prices, is the
Remember the name Doan's and
constipation have sapped
City and Los Angeles, and to meet it away. and
possible newspaper investment.
best
other.
no
in
take
can
Prompt
had
be
relief
this, the Rock Island's train is being Dr. King's New Life Pills.
Send your order today or write for
' 54
They take no other.
minutes
run as a special at forty-fivfree sample copy to Globe Printing
up your digestive organs, and
build
reduction in time.
Company, St. Louis, Mo. See adver
NewTailor Shop.
cure headache, dizziness, colic, con
A. J. Morelli. the well known tailor tisement of the "Twice-a-Week- "
Issue
stipation, etc. Guaranteed by all drughas reopened a tailor shop on Northjof the
elsewhere in
MORMON COLONY
gists; 25c.
First street, where he is ready to this paper.
If In need of fine liquors for family clean, press and repair ladles' and
Spend your leisure time at the pool
CHARLES R. HAKES AND COM- and medicinal purposes, call on Er gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers solicit hall at No. 115 West Railroad
PANIONS TAKE UP LAND IN nest Meyers & Co., 118 West Silver ed.
avenue.
THE BLUEWATER VALLEY.
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Saturday last, a tall, white haired
man, straight as a pine, with a strong
face, spare frame, hale and hardy,
called at the office of the bureau of
immigration for information concerning the territory, and especially regarding Valencia county, says the
New Mexican. He was furnished
wltli books, pamphlets, and other
printed information at the disposal of
His
l he bureau, and told his story.
name is Charles R. Hakes. He, his
names
son, and three friends, whose
a r.i I .mi a v. I.amb. Lottie M. LamD.
and John Allred, came to Santa Fe tomake homestead entries at me unuKtatM land office on nubile land
in the valley of the Bluewater, twelve
miles west of Giant station on the
Santa Fe Pacific railroad. They filed
three homesteads , and one desert
land entry at the local office. They
have Just arrived In that section from
Tempe, Ariz., where they have ben
living for twenty years, and where
they sold their land for good prices.
They preferred a cooler climate and
probably, also, more solitude.
Mr. Hakes, when asked, states in a
frank manner that he and his people
are Mormons: that ihey came to the
Bluewater section to become permanent residents; that they would engage in farming and stock raising,
and that within a year he hoped to
families of about !'.'.
settle twenty-fivjcople in the Bluewater valley.
They have found some gooil reservoir sitei, which will be utilized, ami
have also demonstrated that there is
plenty of underllow water in the valley which could be cheaply and profitably pumped by napiha anil gasoline
engines, aud used for the purpose of
irrigation.
There is plenty of wood for fires and
timber for building purposes in the
vicinitv of the new colony, and within about twelve miles there is a large
amount of saw timber for bridge purposes and const met ion. The soil Is
very fertile and he is well pleased
with the prospects.
There are about twenty persons all
told, In the settlement with him now.
and a half dozen families are en route
overland from Mesa, Ariz., to It. Mr.
Hakes, who is an experienced farmer,
thought his people would not only
make a good living, but more, amass ;
competencies In rarnnng,
ing and stock growing. They p.rej
hard working, sober people, and mind
i heir own business.
Ho
Mr. Hakes has quite a story.
was born in 1837 In the state of Ohio,
and. with his parents, in 1S48. was a
member of the original Mormon coi-nthat heltled Sail Lake City. He
remembers that on the entire route
from Omaha to Salt Lake, a distance
or 1,051 miles, there was not a tree
on the prairie. In 1851 his parents
went to Los Angeles, which was then
a little Mexican town, containing only
one brick building. His people theu
returned to Utah, where Mr. Hdkes
resided until DS5, engaging In farming and other occupations, and in the
latter year he moved to Arizona, settling near Tempe.
He has been a member of the
council, and a niemlrfT of the
Vard of supervisors of Maricopa
county, and served si vera! terms as
justice of the peace. He is evidently
;i man of parts, and bids fair to be
Influential with bis people for man)
years to come. He had no doubt but
what the colony he has Just started
will te a "!,'ss In every direction.
e
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outyfor a general advance soon. Two representatives
o'clock, noon, to show the exact location of lots not sold.
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BIDS

PENITENTIARY

Santa Ke, N. M., November 16, 1905.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the board of New Mexico penitentiary
commissioners at the office of the
superintendent, until 10 o'clock a. m., Q
on Monday, November 27, 1905, fWjp
furnishing and delivering at the New 0
Mexico penitentiary the supplies here-- ;
inafter mentioned, or so much there-- ; V
Of All (ha linnril mnv Hanm ailfTlnlant
Payment for said supplies will be
made In cash. Delivery . of all sup- plies except perishable articles must
be as directed by the superintendent.'
Samples will be required of all articles marked with an asterisk, and;
these should be labeled, showing; tlie)
name of bidder, price, etc., and must'
be delivered to the superintendent not'
later than 9 o'clock on said day.
All bids must be made strictly In ac
cordance with the conditions on blank
proposals, which will be furnished by
the superintendent on application; no
bid otherwise made will be entertained. A bond will be required from
all successful bidders for the faithful fulfillment of contracts within ten
days after date of award:
50,000 lbs. flour.
5,000 lbs. beans.
1.000 lbs. oatflakes.
1,000 lbs. rice.
30 cases laundry soap.
,
50 lbs. black pepper, whole.
BOO lbs. K. C. baking
powder,
cans.
ti cases California fruits, assorted.
B rases
canned corn.
200 lbs. laundry starch, bulk.
500 lbs. sal soda, bulk.
25 rases roasted coffee.
1 barrels syrup.
100 lbs, baking soda, l's.
cans.
2.500 lbs. lard compound.
180 lbs. tea,
bexes.
5 cases matches.
2 cases Greenwich concentrated lye
l ib. cans.
1 gross scrub
brushes.
1 gross brooms.
1.U00 lbs. drjed peas,
f
1 case corn starch, l's;
2,000 lbs. dry salt bacon.
1.000 lbs. corn meal.
6 cases 31b. La Cruces tomatoes.
75 sacks granulated sugar.
1 case sahflon, 48's.
60,000 lbs. fresh beef, prime pallty,
necks and shanks excluded.
1 do7., pint bottles
vanilla extract.
1 doz. pint bottles lemon
extract.
300 lbs. red chile, ground.
The board of New Mexico penitenthe
reserves
tiary commissioners
right to reject any and all bids.
In submitting bids fur above sup
plies, bidders should write plainly on
"Hids for
envelope the following:
sunnlies for the New Mexico peniten
tiary," with the name or names of
bidder or bidders, to avoid ttie opening of same by mistake.
By order of the board of New Mex
Ico penitentiary commissioners.
50-lb- .

10-I-

Cream
PURE-WHOLESOME-REL- IABLE

MADE FROM CREAM OF TARTAR DERIVED SOLELY FROM GRAPES,
IN WHICH DELICIOUS FRUIT IT IS FORMED BY NATURE IN
THE PRECISE COMPOSITION IN WirflCH IT IS USED
" J
IN DR. PRICE'S BAKING POWDER.

Superintendent
Samples may be sent separately
duly marked and numbered, to the su
perintendent.

Id-wi-

de.

7 : 4 ' p.

No.
ti

:

p.

low-gra- de

contain a portion of the alum unchanged !
The continued use of alum made food impairs digestion,
causing dyspepsia. When buying baking powder, examine
the bbel and take only a brand whose label shows it to be free
from alum.

SOB

The Weekly

Globe-Democra- t,

ly and exclusively Its T)wn.
It Is issued twice every week.

of St. LouU, covers a field peculiar-

.

A big SEM
paper.
Eight to ten pages every Tuesday and Friday. One Dollar a year
Nothing particularly different, you say, about that there are
other "Twice-a-Weekpapers.
Yes, but the similarity ends there. No other paper Is like the
In any other respect.
No other paper equals the
In any respect.
t,
An entirely unique feature of the
a
which Is highly prized by Us readers, Is its systematic method fetnre
of preserving and presenting the CONTINUITY OF NEWS.
The two papers each week, Tuesday and Friday! are carefully
prepared with the view of giving the complete news of all the world
lor that week.
They are so combined In the make-uas to form continued and
connected stories of the various, Important events, showing the developments from day to day and the final results.
Other weekly and twlce-a-wee-k
papers, as a rule, print only a few
telegrams of the day of issue.
The "Twlce-a-Week- "
gives the telegrams of
day In the week more comprehensively than the average daily,eTery
and
of more value to the average reader.
Moreover, .the "Twice-a-Weekis not simply an
echo of the Dally edition.
It la a separate and distinct publication, especially prepared to
supply the requirements of people who want all the news of all the
earth and something more.
It presents the World's dally history" In concise fcut complete
form. It Is of equal interest In U parts of the United States. It Is
invaluable alike to men and women, young and old.
It thoroughly provides for every member of the family. In high-grad- e
literature It particularly excells. Its market reports are correct and complete In every detail.
Its departments devoted to "The Home." "The Farm and Garden," "The Family Circle," "The Sunday School," "Science and Industry," are each and all THE BEST of their kind and either one is
more than worth the subscription price of the paper.
In politics it Is strictly REPUBLICAN, but It Is above all a newspaper, and It tells the truth without fear or favor. It has no equal or
rival as a great National news and home Journal.
Hemenvber the price, only One Dollar per year 104 papers lea
than one cent a copy. Postage prepaid.
You will make no mistake If you send $1.00 TODAY for a year
subscription. Or you can get your paper ONE YEAR WITHOUT
COST by Inducing two of your neighbors to subscribe and sendlna;
their names with 2M).
FREE SAMPLE COPIES, containing order blanks and full particulars, will be cheerfully furnished upon receipt of a postal card request. Address Globe Printing Company, Publishers.
"
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CHEAP RATES I
0

To Phoenix, Arizona

Fair and Return
Rate:
Dates of sale. Decern her
Return limit, December

$23.80

2, !. 4. 5, 6
12, 190;

THANKSGIVING

and

DAY.

for round trip
7, 1905.

RATES:

to all points with 200 miles on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe railway. Date of sale November 29 and 20.
Final return limit, December 4, 19o5.
One fare to all points on Coast Lines where the one way rate Is $10
or lens. Dates of sale November 29 and 30. Final return limit. Decern her 1, 1905.
For particulars, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.
W. J., BLACK, G. P. A., Topeka, Kan.
H. S. LUTZ, Agt., Albuquerque, N. M.
One fare and

one-thir-

d

111.

1.

111

111.,

1

and you will learn what Is the "power behind the dough." In
the high-clas- s
powders it is cream of tartar, extracted from
dean, delicious grapes, and that is healthful. In the
powders it is "phosphate alum' or "sodium aluminum sulphate' which is also alum, a mineral acid, and that makes
the food unhealthful.
Of what use are twentyrfive ounces for twenty-fiv- e
cents,
?
if eight of these ounces are alum
Food baked with alum baking powders is found to

11

in, Chicago Fas' Mall, arrives
r,
a. m., depart "'', a

California Express, arrives 7:30
departs 8:15 p.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10a. ni.. departs 1 : 20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. 111., departs 11:5a.
No. 8, East Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.
Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15

No.

TURN THE CAN AROUND

to

Distinctively Different.
In Every Way the Best

RAILROADTIME TABLE
(In effect November 12, 1905.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic ICxpre.ss, arrives 7:55
a. 111., departs 8:ai a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. m., departs 12:01) a. 111.
Su. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives ti:4" p in-- , departs

9

0004f)004

04000004O0O0

H. O. HURSUM.

Its stpeiQfoy t&qtestioned
Its fame wo
Its use a ptotectsosi and a guarantee
against alum food

the ground Sunday morning from

will be on

p.

freight train, No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops

east of
Albuquerque.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
AU trains daily.
H. 9. LUTZ, Agent.

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
passenger
Fast
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parte
of the. World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pa'ltic Railways. At Kerned y and Sa.uta
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Paclflo railSend your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island
way, via Torrance, N. M.
respectfully
solicited.
Your business
'
,
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. ORIMSHAW.
Pre, and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBKRT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A. L. ORIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNO,
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES
.

t

'
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Nature Needs But Little.
Nature needs only a TJttle Early Ulser
now and theu to keep the bowels
clean, the liver active, and the system
trie from bilo. headaches, constipa
tion, etc. Th
famous llttlo pills
"Early Hls. ri ' are pleasant In effect
and perfection In action. They never
but tone and strengthgripe or
en the liver aud kidneys. Sold by all
druggists.
sk-ken-,

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moot ft
Chaudon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schllu Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 139. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuqjerque, New Mexico.
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ALHUQUEKOUE EVENING CITIZEN.

PACE FOUR,

THE ALBUQUERQUE

00XXCK000XXK
Movement of the Ago
Clnimcd by Socialists

CITIZEN

Published Ially and Weekly

The Citizen Publishing Company

By

W. S. STRICKLER

President

W. T. McCREIGHT

the
The St. l,ou!s Globe Democrat, In
speech delivered In Kansas City, the oth. r evening, on
the Philippine question, by Secretary Tnft, ?ays that It
It was the work
was interesting for several reasons.
of a man who Is thoroughly acquainted with the subject,
lloth Filipinos and Americans have confidence in his
In relation to
public spirit and his conscientiousness.
congress this
In
proposed
may
he
all legislation which
His
consulted.
be
will
Philippines,
he
winter for the
presiof
part
the
that
in
to
reflected
likely
be
aro
ideas
dent's message which deals with the islands.
In some respects the condition of the Philippines
The islands were in war with Spain
ts unsatisfactory.
Tram 1896 until we made a conquest of the archipelago
In 1899 a rebellion, under Agulnaldo's lead,
1n 1898.
was started against the I'nlted Stutes, and this lasted
The rinderpest, which swept away 73 per
till 1902.
cent of the cattle, the failures of the crops for two or
three successive seasons, and the cholera, which destroyed 125,000 people, dealt the islands hard blows.
Secretary Taft and other Americans are anxious to furnish relief.
The secretary's remedy is, first, the postponement
till 1909 of the application of the coastwise act, which
requires, after July 1, 1905, all freight between the
islands and the United States In either direction, to bo
carried in Amarican bottoms; and, secondly, the reduction of the tariff on Philippine sugar and tobacco, now
75 per cent of the Dingley rates, to 25 per cent of those
rates until 1909, and afterward free trade In those products and free trade In all other Philippine products
from now onward.
It is the secretary's opinion, after a close study of
ti
aniiioet. that neither the American sugar nor the
American tobacco interests would bo injured by the
Philippine production, he says, is
reduction of duties.
so small that it would not affect the market In the
United States, while the ..advantage it would give the
KilininnM and the American residents of the islands
would make all the difference between ndversity and
In the meantime, until 1909, he would, by
prosperity.
the postponement of the coastwise act, give the islanders
and the Americans the privilege of sending their products in vessels of any country they choose.

'

i

Mexico
said: "A
The Optic, the other
paper, whose editor apparently poses as a gramniatl
caster, takes the Albuquerque Citizen to task for writing
"stratums" instead of "strata." Perhaps the editor of
the Citizen it; the only man in the territory who has the
courage based on profound knowledge to use tho English
There
and entirely correct plural of the word "stratum."
are, no doubt, other editors who know ery well that
there is scarcely a word of Latin origin that cannot be
pluralized by English, rules, but their reverence for their
own and others schoul days when they learned long
tables of nouns with foreign plurals and the fear that
they shall be thought wrong by those of little learning
nave induced tliem to retain the Latin forms.
It is a
good example the Citizen has set.
English plurals to
words of foreign derivations are now used by the best
In a few
writers in preference to the Latin forms.
more years the Latin forms will unquestionably be ob
It is time, we believe, that the press of the
solete.
territory adopted the modern tendency and that those
New Mexico editors who are inclined to criticize the
Citizen take a lesson in modern English grammar.'
The Citizen thanks the Optic for its nioro than gen
erous defense of this paper from a criticism which had
Perhaps the critic would have been
escaped Us notice.
satisfied had The Citizen, like certain papeis lu the
southwest, used "strata" for the singular and "strata
for the plural.

Iff
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.. $3,00 to

$6.00

piece Suits, from. .$4.60 to $7.50
Blouse Suits, from . ,$4.60 to $6.50
Boys Overcoats, from ., $3.50 to $9.00
i

never deal In trash. It's nothing short of wasting money to buy
poor, cheap clothes for a boy.
I

'

M. MANDELL

h

The Clothier and Furnisher.
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Call at Our New Salesroom

ELKS' THEATRE
ONE NIGHT ONLY

Q7

MONDAY,

Li

NOVEMBER

England's Problem is
WorK for Unemmployed

!OR

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE

Ud

i

Minstrel Farce Comedy

LEARNARD & L1NDEMANN

RapoJiTeal

0000OC0XX0OCOC oooooooooooo
All England was amazed when Lord Hnlfour, in his'
speech at the Inauguration of tho lord mayor of lndon,
Ignored all ordinary political questions and dwelt on the
isery of the hordes of London families out of work and
Lord Balfour missed
in want of the necessaries of life.
brilliant opportunity for a great oration on foreign
policy.
He. might have given voice to eloquent phrases
that would have stirred the pride of old England and
strengthened her complacent belief that the English peo
ple are the greatest, the most prosperous and the happiest
under the sun. He might have unctuously repeated the
good old chestnuts about the sun never setting on Brit
ain's dominion and her drum beat being heard around
the world. But he chose to confine himself to prosiac
He dealt
facts that were unpleasant but worth while.
with the real question that is confronting England.
It is useless to boast .of power abroad, while thousand
Alliances and acquisi
of people are starving at home.
tions in Asia and Africa and the distant Islands of the
sea can never uphold the power and prestige of a nation
The prime
whose home people cry in vain for work.
minister waived precedent and drew for the English peo
The truth must have
pie a picture of hungry England.
men of wealth
been unpalatable to the
and rank who sat at the rich banquet board, and, yet,
even to them, the question is really of more Interest and
vital importance than any other in English affairs.
Only a few days before, thousands of women the
mothers and wives of the unemployed had marched
through the streets of London to lay their condition be
To the pathetic delegation that
fore the prime minister.
addressed him Lord Balfour had nothing to offer but
sympathy.
It Is a problem that calls for the united
But what
judgment and effort of all England to solve.
The newremedy could the prime minister propose?
That promises help
law dealing with the unemployed?
to "deserving cases, but ir does not strike at me rooi
It treats the symptoms, not the cause
of the problem.
of the ailment.
For the man who wants work there can
There is something organbe no real help but work.
Among tho statesmen
ically wrong with England.
Chamberlain alone claims to have diagnosed the condl
It is time all English
tion and has a cure to offer.
statesmen realized that a hungry people make the gravest
and highest problem with which statesmanship lias to
deal.

THE SQUARE

Supported by

The

All-St-

LONDON

20

r'. "
New Music,

AND

,y

20

Prop.
C. GRANNIS,
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Mexico.
New
Albuquerque,

i

PRICES, 50c, 75c,

omomomomom

$t.00

FOR CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour Is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
and pastry.
The "Empress"
brand Is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed in any par- tlcular. Its flavor Is fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious quail- ties so desirable In a family

four.

.

Beautiful Wardrobes,
Burlesque, Vaudeville.
.

LIVERY

CLUB

re ED STABLE
Corner Second and Marquette.

Including
Oracle & Reynolds, Madeline Kowe,
Alex. Donaldson, Lydell & Butter-wortFrank Adams. The Rehns,
Avery J. Post and a company of
PRETTY GIRLS AND

Comedians

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

xixxxnxxrxtxx nxxxxxim x

Co.

Specialty

ar

DEALERS.

MUSIC

ooooooooo totooootoot yo ooooooo

THE MERRY MINSTREL

114

Reserved seats on sale at Matson's xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxtxxxxx
book store.
JEMEZHOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE i
LADIES' TAILORING.
Madame Gross, of New Yorlc city,
o
Carries the United States mall;
will open December 1, in the New
building, corner of Railroad ave- only line with a change of stock en
rigs, horses and drivers;
nue and Third street, room 26. Rid- route; goodAlbuquerque
every Monday,
ing habits, walklnc skirts, shirt rie leaves
a. m- - For
waists, shirt waist suits, fancy gowns j Wednesday and Friday atL. 5Trimble
particulars, address W.
and waists.
All Co.. aeents. Albuauerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N, M.
work done by experienced men.
Address, meanwhile, 911 North Second street. Phone 724.
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
o
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
get
and
Tn
CItUen
Subscribe for
PLANING MILL.
the newt.

$
A
A

J
T

t
i

West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale, Agent

J

HOUSE

Ar-mij-

I

-

i

24, 1905.
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That Funny
THE
American
Farce Comedy
N Ft
for American
0
People.
MEXICO
As produced in
New York city.
A laugh a second. It is a refreshing and gratifying departure from the
style of
stereotyped and time-worfarce comedies. We positively carry
a complete scenic production.
Seats on sale at Matson's Wednesday, November 22, at 9 o'clock.
Prices 50c, 75c and $1.

X00XKXXXX5OXXXXXXXXXXC00

conWith reference
tinuing to descend deeper into popular disfavor. The
Citiien has run across the following two professional
views:
Mr. Bill Reid, the Harvard coach, is represented as
saying, on a certain occasion: "Football isn't beanbag.
If you have watched the practice at all you will see how
much time is devoted to teaching a man how to take
He has to learn how to fall without
care of himself.
hurting himself; he is taught to guard his elbows, his
shoulders, his breast and other vital points. You observe how the men go down rolled up like ball, how
they wiggle out from the mass without wrenching themselves, how they catch the ball, bending in at the stomach. Everything is done to teach them to handle them
selves well. A man recovers very quickly from any
hurt he gets in football. He is in such splendid physi
cal condition that he may break a bone and get out
That
inside of two weeks and be playing ball again.
is why football is such wonderfully Inspiring sport it
makes a man more thoroughly alive In every part
him than any other game he can play."
Battllne Nelson, who wears the belt for scientific
scrapping, saw a game of football for the first time re
cently.
His comments, faithfully printed by the re
"It's great sport. But excuse Bat
porter, were these:
Those
from mixing up with that bunch of murderers.
fellows seem to be enjoying themselves, but mine is
n't let them
with the padded mitts and a referee that
kick when I'm down. See that bunch pile on that poor
No, no football for your
guy; he'll he killed sure.
friend Bat. What's that? Scrimmage? Well, It looks
I'd rather fight Jeffries and
worse than that to me.
Sharkey in the same ring than take a chance with that
You can't tell nie they're allowed to catch
bunch.
guy by the legs and throw him on his head without be
Well, 1 guess you're right,
lug disqualified for fouling.
they're letting him go, but that referee Is worse than
What!
And "o 0,IU
Billy Roche. The game's over.
Say, wouldn't Tom Sharkey he a peach in this
killed?
game?"
Certainly Bat will never quite understand why
the public should put football above pugilism.

2 piece Suits, from

Special
A WISE
Scenery.
Beautiful WOMAN
Coctumes.
Funny
comedians and prpfty girls. One
laughable situation follows another,
and each stroke of wit becomes wit
tier.
Is always successful because the
company is kept up to the highest
standard of excellence.

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER ZST42

NOVEMBER

About the boy'a clothing question.
The boy who Is clothed here will
wear better clothes and he'll wear
them longer than he will If his
parents are not particular about
where they buy.

Jl. u

FRIDAY,
?i
NOVEMBER ZST

I

FOOTBALL
CONCERNING
to football, which as a game is

ENGLISH
PLAIN evening,
New

Magnificent
THE GREAT
Speclnl
Scenery
CONSPIRACY
and
Effects.
Heart inter' ting romance of Wall
street and New York life.
N an original melodrama of In
tense Interest, with beautiful stage
settings and a s'rong vin of comedy,
Illuminating the piece from beginning
to end.

half-starve-

-

'

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER

The British government has been making advances
toward socialism In various ways by adding to the
functions of the state, by Increasing administrative con-tie- d
TIip Inst aciH
over railroads, trade, factories, etc.
or the present conservative government In the session
Just ended were to give municipalities power to manage
colonies for the unemployed, and to nationalize the telephone service.
For many years tho telephone service
was inefficient and Inadequate, the result of the Individ
ualist policy of allowing private corporations, after
wasteful compettltlon, Hk create a national monopoly.
About twelve years ago, the government! in order to
protect the state monopoly of telegraphs, acquired the
Six years ago It tried further to
trunk telephone lines.
appease the discontent of the public by authorizing competitive municipal telephones In the provinces and post-offiopposition in London. There could be but one end
to all such palliatives state ownership.
We are accustomed now to appeal to the state when
any national danger threatens the conimonweaitn.
inus
a few months ago, when an alarm was raised that a (ler- man syndicate was buying the coal fields in South Wales,
the government was called upon to check the enterprise,
and to protect the fuel for the navy by becoming colliery
owner Itself.
The proposition that a municipal authority should
d
feed
school children at the public expense
Is now seriously entertained.
Two bills were before
parliament last session to create a public authority to
own and manage the port and docks of London. Decrepit,
g
dividend-huntincorporations, by their mismanagement
and neglect, are Imperiling the maratime supremacy of
London, and handicapping the commerce of the empire.
public ownership.
All parties agree on the remedy
The solution of all urgent social problems In (Ireat
Britain calls for state Intervention, and the advent, of a
liberal government to office will probably see schemes
in force for reclaiming waste lands by the state, the
nationalization of canals and other socialistic under
takings.
The radicals also advocate, as an alternative
to Mr. Chamberlain's preferential tariff with the colonies,
an Imperial steamship serviA, owned and operated by
the central government. Robert Donald in "Socialism In
Practice."

IN THE. PHILIPPINES
speaking of
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Want
to Drop a
Hint
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Three Night, Commencing
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Business Manager

Samuels' Attractions
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Special Sales Every Saturday.
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Interesting PicEitaps
Found Here and There

v i r rare is

121 N.

THANKSGIVING

Third Street.
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The highest point at which mountain climbers have
stayed for any length of time is 20,992 feet on the Him
alayas, where an exploring party painfully stayed for
Higher still at 21,910 feet Is the
six weeks iu 1()2.
extreme point of Mrs. Bullock Workman's ascents, the
Mr. Bullock
greatest height reached by a woman.
Workman kept on to a point 23,:),.t:f feet high, which is
the greatest hleght reached by any mountain climber.
The altitudes reached by Mr. and Mrs. Bullock Work
man Were above those at which M. Berson, the aeronaut
At 20,240 feel
began his artificial inhalation of oxygen.
the aeronauts in general begin the continued inspiration
of oxygen and neglect of tills precaution was responsible
for the death of Croce, Spinelll and Sirel at 28,208 feet,
their companion, TiBsandler, Just escaping by a miracle.
Mr. Page, representing McKluley comity lat the re
.Mount Everest the highest point of tho globe, Is only
cent meeting of the republican central committee at some Too feet higher, 28,995 feet, and 3,000 feet above
Banta Fe) voted for the single statehood resolution al that begin tin- cirrus clouds that are composed of spicules
At
though the republicans of this county came out emphat of Ice.
124 feet is the highest point ever reached
Mr. Page's vote at the cetitra by man.
ically for the jointure.
This is the height attained by M. Beron, in
committee meeting represents his own sentiments an hla balloon on July 31, 1901.
not the sentiments of the majority of tho residents of
McKinley county.
Arizona has a paper. The Collegiate News, edited and
The resolution does not express tli
sentiments of the republican party at large in New published by young lady students.
There are several
Mexico.
The people iu this county know what the feel departments in the paper, each of which is presided over
iug is here on the question, they ktiow that it Is over by a special corps of editors.
The subjects take a wide
whelmiiigly for joint statehood, yet by the vote of tb and fanciful range, depleting In a mirthful style euter-prlsin- g
member of the central committee it is made to appear
The business deJournalism as it exists today.
that McKinley county is for single statehood au partment is also a laughable feature of the publication.
against joint statehood.
It is now more imperative for Miss Uiace Taibeil of Tombstone is ou the si a IT, being
the republicans of this county to sign the petitions men assigned to the department of "Kmlnent and Renowned
T'u' several departments bear unmistakable
tloned in last week s issue than ever.
Put your name People."
They go to Washington, an evidence of genius, furnishing assurance that from this
to one of them now.
these signed petitions will have more weight with tli unpretentious' beginning literature will be materially enpowers thai be than villi twenty half hearted en llttei hanced when these students in Journalism shall have
meetings- .- McKinley Republican.
The Tombstone Prospector
i, tuple! cd their studies.
bays It is willing to furnish desk room not a coffin for
The New .Mexican republishes an editorial appearing one of The Collegiate News stuff yes, the entire bunch
in the Las Wkhs Optic of last Monday, in winch the if they are not "engaged" before this proposition reaches
Optic hand the morning paper of this city as hot a num- them; which shows the correctness of the rumor that
ber as this writer has had the pleasure of reading for Mormon siiitiments largely prevail in Arizona.
many a day.
When reading the editorial, last Tuesday
morning, The Citizen wag strongly reminded of the
The lady superintendent for the Woman's depart-r.As a
of Junius
philippic, it deserves tl
r?'th Ar'rnn fnir. Iv an oversihRt omitted pies
be milked in New Mexico Journalism us are ranked in from the premium list of the culinary division.
However,
literature the orations of lVruoKthenes avalnst I'htlip it
that lady is not u New Knitlander.
i( 1'leero against Catiline.
the error has been correcicd.

to di ne well

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

Kvi-dcnt- ly

Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenser Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.
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Turkeys
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Ducks
Chickens
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Albuquerque

Furniture Go,

PRICES IN PLAIN FIGURES

foundry and Machine Works 0f
MALL, Propria tor
R.
f.

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shafting.
Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts (or
Buildings.
Rmomlr on Mining and Mill Machinery m Bpaelalty
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east side of railroad track.

Thanksgiving.

Leave
your orders now and you
will get first choice.

For

$11.00

American Beauty Pattern. .. .$6.50
College Dinner Set, 42
pieces, gold decoration
$4.73
GLASSES.
Hest ever offered, per doz
....40e
TEA POT SPECIALS.
A !ic line for
S5o
A ."5c line for .'
25o
A
5e line for
20c
Ask to see our new line of art ware
PARLOR LAMP SPECIALS.
$4.50 and fine silverware, carving sets, etc
$ti Klk decoration
$4 00
$5 line for
$H

7.ru

Two Thousand Pounds

.

W

now

IN

SEASON.

I'uder

DINNE9WARE SALE

our Dinner Glassware department
Now is the accepted time. Our assortments are at flood tide more complete than ever before.
CUT PRICES FOR THANKSGIVING SALE.
56 PIECE DINNER SETS, REDUCED.
$13 Pink Rose Pattern, now. .. .$10.00
$I47" Light Blued coloring,
In

Santa Fe Restaurant

CKOCX0CKC0

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

Goods Now Arriving
Auto Phone 601.

FURNITURE,

BORRADAJLE & CO.

ARMIJO & CO.

Gent's Furnishing

Easy Payments

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

THE NEW YORK FAIR
ANTONIO

Installment Plan

School Books and Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

Supplies
Eastman Kodaks and Phtographlc
Fine Stationery. Huyler's & lowney's Candies
We do Printing and Developing for Amateurs

PRICE GUARANTEED
Exclusive age
SeaUhlpt Oytt

The only
date city market
the southwest
up-to-

0.
IK

BARNETf

A. MATS ON & COMPANY

BUILDING

205 WEST RAILROAD

AVE.

0

f

0
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EVENING CITIZEN.

CITY'S FUTURE DEPENDS UPON LOYALTY OF ITS CITIZENS AND MERCHANTS

A

m

WHY NOT TRADE AND HAVE YOUR PRINTING DONE AT HOME?
OTT DENIES THAT

THINGS TO PLEASE

THE WHOLE PEOPLE
Show at Opera

Claims That

House-Lectu- res

Mclntyre

by Rev.

YT

TO COME

FORMERLY

Despite the deplorable condition of
streets as a result of the recent
ralus, a very good house, attended the
production of "A Great Conspiracy,"
ly the Samuels company at the Klks
opera house last night. The bill tonight will be "A Wise Woman."

PHILADELPHIA

OF

Lead Avenue Methodist church heard
Kev. Robert Mclntyre
on the "Evolution of Abraham Lincoln" last night., and the lecture was
greatly appreciated. Rev. Mcituyre U
e
one ot the most vivid descriptive
on the American stage. He left
this morning, returning to his home at
Los Angeles, where he is pastor of the
First Methodist church.

the lecture of

ora-tor-

On Socialism.
Walter Thomas Mills, A- - M., lectured on the suicide of capitalism, last
night, to a very good crowd of the
citizens, and after showing what socialism was the night betore iu bis
lecture, be made it very plain to all
that capitalism was the use of the
machinery that produced the goods
collectively used, but privately owned, and to insure its very life required
a foreign market to dispose of the surplus product that the people could not
buy at home; if this could not be
done the surplus product would accumulate and make overproduction,
and the factory would be closed. He
showed by reports
from persons
whose business was to find out the
chances for more markets yet to be
secured was limited to the eastern
Asia countries, now being in the grasp
of the Japs, who would make a bitter
fight for that trade in the very near
future. He showed that European
countries were making a last effort to
get some of this only country left
open and It must he a fight to a finish, which will drive ail to do their
utmost to be ready to fill all orders,
and the big fish must destroy the little ones; therefore it made it Impossible to employ high priced labor and
for that reason the very best machinery must be used, which of course requires less help and women and children can handle them and the men

CI
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Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
Atcntson, common
Baltimore & Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel &. Iron
Colorado. Southern, common
t hlcago, Great Western, com
C.
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ASPARAGUS.

CALIFORNIA LETTUCE.
ARTICHOKES.
We always endeavor
to
have everything obtainable in
fresh vegetables, and if it la on
the market you will always find

it'at

THE

Lead and Copper.

firm and

unchanged. Copper, strong, at

frf 17.00i.

WALNUTS.
BRAZIL NUTS.
BLACK WALNUTS.
HAZLE NUTS.
OYSTERS.
CRANBERRIE8.
SWEET POTATOES.
CAULIFLOWER. '
FRESH TOMATOES.
GREEN BEANS.
FRESH PEAS.

6H

WtX

L.d,

ALMONDS.

13rti

S., pfd

New York, Nov. 24.

'

RAISINS.
CURRANTS.
CITRON, ETC.
Our stock of fruttt, apices,
etc., for mince meat and plum
pudding, is complete. Also everything in specialties for the
Thanksgiving trade.
CANDIED PINE APPLE.
CANDIED CHERRIES.
SHELLED NUTS.
PECANS.

140

Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd
"Wisconsin Central, pfd
Western Union
V. S. leather, common
Greene Copper
O.

.

--

O

Erie, common
Erie, first
Louisville si Nashvibe
Missouri Pacific
Metropolitan
Mexican Central
New York Central
Norfolk
Reading, common
Pennsylvania
Rock Island, common
Rock Island, pfd
Rep. l'on & Steel, common
Rep. Irm Ac Steel, pfd
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal & Iron
I'nlon Pacific, common
l S. S., common
V.

45

$ 1 7.00

Two

Enameled

Big

JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good

Things to Eat."

We
showing

Sole Agent.
Albuquerque, M. M.
Automatic Phona, 199.

And also a full Una

Albert Faber,

Out...

and

0

t

St. Both Phones.
And mall It to the address
given below:
I
am a renter, and I would
like to know how I can buy a
home by paying out each month
the same as I now pay rent.

O

s

Auto fthone, SIS. Bell phone,

1

HOW.

Gold Avo.

VJ?W
I

'

ano contest.
Auto, 'phone,

1

We

far exceeded our expectations,

it necessary to duplicate our heavy purchases.

our store will be kept open evenings,

the jewelry business January
I

will make prices lower

1,

the

Christmas

rush.

positively retire

from

and from now until December

than ever

longing in a

offered

on

Fine

31,

Diamond,

Plated Silver Table ware, Clocks, and everything
first-clas- s

912
(3.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves
$8 China Tea Seta
40c China Salad Bowls
Decorated1 Haviland China,

per cent discount.
75c Glasa Berry Seta
35c Class Water Pitchera
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lampa
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness

to

at

III.,..
.rvREAL

NSURANCE.
kt (m

JMillWood,

25c
20

25e
20o
$1.25
$3.25
65c
40c
$10.60

AVE

O. A. SLEYSTER
-I-

Room 18 N. T. Armljo Building.

v

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

NEW MEXICO'S
LEADING JEWKLER

The Colorado Telephone Co.

.75

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

be-

Jewelry store.

H. E. FOX,

tll

Special Prices
On the Following
(9
Refrigerators

Watches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Glass, Handsome Printed China, Solid
Silverware,

Suggests
HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enables
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform goeial duties, etc. Rates
from Ave cents per day up. Let us
you about It.

our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

I

468.

caceccai

oO9oeromoo0omoomom

Offer to supply you with anything In

SALE

Remember,

Pi-

Bad Weather

CLOSING OUT

Make your selections early.

Electrical
Engineers and
Contractors.
Ugh ting,
Electric
power and .pumping plants, dynamos, motors
sat
supplies.
electrical
House wiring. Aa
thorlzed a (tents toa
Crocker, Wneelereo
CO
m Co. Agents Tor tha
oo General Electric O.
z Induction motors.
o Largest stock cd
o electrical fixtures la
H the southwest. Ara
3J members of the NaPI tional
Electric)
PI
Contractors' as sedation.
We k1t

tickets tor the

GRAND

and additional help added, to take care of

g

The Southwestern Electric & Construction Co., Inc.

Snaps 99

66

f
4

nhone. No.

Black or Wblta Hearse, $5.00
Commercial Club Building.
CITT UNDERTAKER.

q

IO0C000CC3

1,

1
4

i
Director mud Kmbmlmer
Auto

F. F. TROTER, 110 - 120 S. Second St.

Commencing December

a

305 Railroad Avenue

C)

we have found

1

Q

Residence

115.

A J BORDERS, runersl
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O

that

1
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Address,

u

so
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Name

Our trade for November hasr

a

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

Cut this

Specials-Satu- rday

o
no

0

9
0
9

1

MONUMENTS.

Ware

de-

Our prices are the lowest

UNDERTAKERS

Second

the Fall

for

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

MEUNI & EAKIN

STRONG' BLOCK.

201 211 N.

tI

Carpets. Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,

0. W. Strong's Sons

II

1

and Winter season, new
signs In

Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KT.

rt

9

1

O.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Only
Triple Coated, "Blue and White Outside, White Lined Enameled
Water Pail or 14 quart Dish Pan, like cut.

A

TP.

Bottled In Bond.

50c
75c and $1

Superintendents
Falrvlen
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Cripple Creek, Colo.

CI

WHISKEY

Reserved seats at Matson's Monday,
November 27.

Fletcher
Investment Co.

.

113

.

General Admission
Reserved Seats

SMALL BLOCK AT A
B A If Q A IN

BANANAS.
FIGS.
DATES

-

Consists of neat and stylish Suits for Women and Misses. Assorted sizes in Navy,
Mown, Green and Taney Mixtures. ' Sold up to $18.50. choice of this lot for

P.

Stock.....

J

HENS.
Place your orders for poultry
with us. Our stock la the beat
that can be obtained, and guaranteed to please.
STRAWBERRIES.
BLACK BERRIES.
3 KINDS OF GRAPES.
PEARS.
APPLES.

8(14

2.

THE CELEBRATED

MAGNIFICENT SCENIC EFFECTS.

DUCKS.

sing quotations received Tiy T. J.
!raf & Co., correspondent for Logan & Bryan, Harnett building.

Lot

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

THRILLING SITUATIONS.
ELEGANT COSTUMES.
STARTLING CLIMAXES

11

MARKET REPORT

Consists of desirable Suits for Women in Mick, Mown and Navy, nearly all .sizes.
Sold up $30.00, your choice of this lot for

a,ro

D
-

TURKEYS.
GEESE.
SPRING CHICKENS.

1.

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co

Under direction of Prof. J. H. Crum.

Wireless Telegraph

anything else instead.

EAT

Lot

See Window Display

Auspices, of Mineral Lodge
No. 4, Knights of Pythias.

American De Forest

s,

TO
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Oyer (100; One Hundred Tailored made Suits will be sold at prices that
will surprise you. For quick selling we have divided them in two lots.

THANKSGIVING SERVICES

BAPTIST CHURCH NOT CONSIDERED LARGE
ENOUtiH, AND
ELKS' THEATER . CHOSEN INSTEAD.

VriLal.

I I

J

Tailored Suits

Pythias

BUY

the army of unemployed

THINGS

-

Damon

Ixj-no- ra

6000

Aft

Misses
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M. F. Holland, government supervisor of Indian schools, has arrived
from bis headquarters at Washington,
I). C, and Is inspecting the ruins' of
the store house that burned at the local school last week. An inventory
Is being made of the supplies on hand
at the 'school, for the purpose of ascertaining
how ranch was burned.
This is the only means at the command of the school authorities to as"The Road to Wellville" See Frank
certain the loss Incurred by the Are,
as there is no record of the goods the Trotter's window.
building contained when It burned.
Postoffice Appointments.
The amount is expected to reach over
$10,000.
Puertocito, Socorro county, Pablo
"The burned building will most Armljo, vice Ambroslo Garcia.
likely be rebuilt," said Superintendent
Salt Iake, Socorro county, Jeremiah
James K. Allen, this morning. "We Gonzales, vice Antonio Gonzales.
may have to curtail some of toe exClyde, Socorro county, G. B. Baca,
penses of the Institution to keep from vice Brlglda Candelarlo.
over drawing our appropriation to do
Sabinal, Socorro county,' MIbs
It, but I think it can be done with litJaramlllo.
tle Inconvenience."
"The Road to Wellville" See Frank
R. M. Pringle, a government architectural engineer, is enroute to Albu- Trotter'a window.
querque now, presumably for the purpose of making plana and estimates
on a new building.

Kittle l Coming.
Nothing but unstinted praise was
heard from those who last season attended the performance of "The Marriage of Kitty." the unusually brilliant
and witty comedy. Those who have
seen it will surely want to see it
again and those who have not will
undoubtedly avail themselves this
time of an opportunity to witness a
clever comedy, interpreted by an unusually splendid company, headed b)
Alice Johnson, who will appear
in
"The Marriage of Kitty" in this city
short Iv.

U
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HOUSE WILL BE REBUILT

The tilace of the Thanksgiving!
union meeting of all the churches of
the city has been changed from the
Baptist church, as had been previously announced, to the Elks opera
house. The Baptist church .was not
considered large enough to conveniently hold the crowd that is expected to attend the union meeting, and
for that reason, the opera house was
secured instead.
Nov. 27.
The
The meeting will be held at 10:30
The Los Angeles Times says: "The in the morning and addresses will be
man that provides new and pleasing made by the most prominent ministers
features to the public, satiated with of the city.
the vaudeville shows lately, must be a
live man in every sense. Well, Raymond Teal has at last shown us a
show we could stay through without
Millions of dollars a year are
having to disturb the next person to
us by getting out every moment. It
was an excellent show in every way. lost by not using Schilling'!
A splendid olio and one of the funniest farces, called 'Klunigan's Four Best
bah'ng pewdw
tea
Hundred,' introducing two good Irish
lavoctng txtractt
comedians, namely, Ciraeie and Reynolds, ever produced in Lou Angeles." and nobody
gains by using

'

i

ELKS' THEATRE
0 Q 4 fi

INDIAN SCHOOL STORE

and must be fed, and they will seek
the Job owned by another and cut the
price to get it; therefore the tramp
was the product of the system and
will remain so till the end of capitalism. He asked himself many question which he answered to the entire
satisfaction of all. Some persons asked for explanations on several points,
which he gteve readily. He held the
crowd and the general expression was
that he had given the best lecture on
the subject ever heard in the city.
He will speak in the Library building on Saturday evening, at 8; alRo on
Sunday evening in the same building.
Saturday's topic: "Railroad Rates and
Socialism." Sunday's topic: "The City,
the Brotbel and the Fireside."
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Chief of Police McMillin has received very little additional information since yesterday regarding the
offense charged against John H. Ott,
tho man taken from the Chicago limited Wednesday night by authority of
a telegram received from Chief of PoChief
lice Dinan, of San Francisco.
Dinan wired that Ott was wanted
there for stealing $1,100, and that he
would send a man to Albuquerque for
him.
Ott denies that he ever took part
in any theft in San Francisco.
He
says that ho went from his home, at
Philadelphia to the Pacific coast about
two months ago; that he worked there
as a brick mason earning $6 a day
in wages and that, he was on his way
home, when he was ruthlessly taken
from the train at the local station.
He had about $200 in his pockets
when arrested.

On Abraham Lincoln.
An audience that almost filled the

II

is a Brick

ing at His Trade.

Tlie

Tin

Me

DITCH

Mason and Mas Been Work-

and Socialist Mills.
AND OTHERS

Fr.niy Creamery Ilutter
I'.ic
Log Cabin Maple Sugar, per H . ."o
3 cans good quality, Salmon
2m:
2 cans of California Plums
2.1e
We will receive 0 choice lot of
Properties of Albuquerque diersed turkeys, ducks and chickens
for Thankselvlng.
2 cans of California Crapes
2T,c.
Land and Irrigation Com3 Ix.ub's
f Chow-Cho25c
t'fstutn Cereal
20c
pany Are Sold.
I'Ks of Force and 1 pkg ot (Jiape- 2")C
. Nuts
Iion't f onset tint fact that we will
carry o.;c of the best assorted stocks
FINALE OF FAMOUS LAWSUIT
of holiday K'xi'ls to be found in town.
IVruna
75c
Wednesday morning at the Herna-lill- I'inkham's Vegetable Colnisnincl .75c
7."c
county court house, Iislrlct Paines' Celery Compound
75c
Clerk W. E. Dame, acting as special S. ri. S
Don't fail to see our fine assortmaster, sold all the rights, titles,
franchises, lauds, ditches and other ment of cloth dolls In tho piece.
10c
bricks
properties of the Albuquerque Land Choice Codfish, in
7c
& Irrigation company to the Schutt A gisid grade of Corn, per can
Chiliniac, (macaroni mixed with
Improvement
company. The price
Chill) per lb
10c
paid was $1,000.
'.25c
of Sardines for
The Albuquerque Land & Irrigation 8 cans will
You
find that we are headquarcompany is a concern which several
years ago attempted to establish the ters for tents, flies, wagon covers and
low line ditch, an Irrigation project all tenting supplies.
THE MAZE.
which promised to put a large portion
William Kieke, Proprietor.
of the mesa east of the city, under Irrigation. A mammoth ditch was
"The Road to Wellvllle"-Trotter- 'a See Frank
planned, to take water front the Rio
window.
firande river at White Rock canyon,
thirty-fivmiles north of the city,
and many thousands of dollars' worth
of work was done upon It, when the
company harking the project became
insolvent. The Schutt Improvement
company was doing the work of the
ditch, and. when the irrigation com- Wednesday,
pany became Insolvent, brought suit
for money due them. The courts renL 11
dered a Judgment In favor of the November...
plaintiff in the case, and the property was sold to satify this Judgment,
the Schutt Improvement company
THK STIRRING DRAMA,
buying it in.
This is the termination of n law
suit, that has occupied more or less of
the attention of the courts for several years, and attracted wide attention. The low line ditch project was
the largest irrigation scheme ever attempted In the Rio Grando valley.

HE IS A THIEF

FIVE.
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SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.

RELICS OF LOW LINE
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lioom 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque IX
174.
Telephone.
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Kobert Mflntyre Is recognized as
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CERRILLOS LUMP
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AUSUQUEItOUE EVENING ClTIZEJi

PACE SIX.

MOUNTED POLICE WILL
THEY'RE
NOT

REAL

QUEENS

BUT

HOPPE WILL PLAY V1GNAUX

Of

WILL

8iir.0prn Face.
Ladies' Watcb

!

QUEENS OF TURIN", FLORENCE AND MILAN.
Italy.
"Natalina tion the queen Is given jewels and
Turin,
Nov. 24.
I," recently crowned "Queen of the handsome robes, that she may fittingMarket." Is the fourth empress of ly uphold the dignity of her high ofthis city to hold sway over the social fice. Tae expense of Journeys to visit
festivities and represents her sub- her sister monarchs is borne by popujects at various gatherings held in lar subscription, and she Is expected
honor of her "royal" sister monarchs to entertain lavishly when these visits
are returned.
of Miiuii and Florence.
Ch.en by vote as the prettiest girl Turin market claims the oldest dynIs
asty, and the city's queen, jealous as
of the entire market, the queen
feted, admired and showered with any real monarch of her rights, takes
haiids'inie presents. For one year she precedence over the other queens of
A dispute over this point near-- !
is the acknowledged sovereign, and
the siiceess of the fes-- !
must lie given the place of honor by lv wrer-kt-fall her subjects. Before her corona livities at Bails last spring.
i

j

OFFICIAL

MATTERS

Notaries Public Appointed.
PREACHER WANTS THE OFFIThe following notaries public have
CERS TO GO AFTER SOCIETY
GAMBLING,
been appointed by Governor M. A.
Otero during the past week:
Jay Turley, Blanco, San Juan counIn his sermon at the Presby- ty;
Mellton Velasquez, Tres I'iedras,
Y
terian church, Roswell. last SunTaos county; Felix Grant, Tres Pled-raday night. Rev. C. E. Lukens,
Taos county; George T. Goro,
Y pastor,
referred to the recent act
Roswell, ChaveB county.
4 of tile city council, compliment- Articles of Incorporation.
4 ing the city council for their
4 moral btamina and bravery in 4
The following articles of Incorporaor4 tion have been filed In the office of
4 passing the
4 dinance. says the Record. He
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
V also
went on to say that now
Silver City Valley Water Works.
T that the council had put Its foot
Incorporators are W. D. Murray, J. T.
4 down on licensed gambling, It is
Hurray, Thomas L. Lowe and W. E.
4 now the proper thing to stop so- - if Burnside, all residents of Silver City,
4 ciety gambling, such as playing
Grant county. New Mexico. The term
4 for "prizes in card and other 4 of the existence of the company is
4 games in private houses. He said
fixed at fifty years and the capital
T that there was no difference
in 4 Btock at $90,000, divided into i0,000
4 gambling in a saloon and in a
shares of the pur value of $1 per
Y house, and if there
was any dif- share. Five thousand dollars of the
'
4 ference it was in favor of the
capital stock has been Hubscribed, the
men who gamble to make a liv- - H number of shares taken by each stock4 ing, rather tnan those who do It
holder being as follows: W. D. Mur4 for a Dastime. Rev. LukenB said 4 ray, 4,470 shares; J. T. Murray, 10
official,
4 that If he were a city
shares; T. L. Lowe, 10 shares, and
.4 with the nower. he would stop
W. E. Brunslde, 10 shares. The prin4 society gambling while he was
cipal place of business and principal
4 stopping licensed gambling.
offices oi the company is in Silver
City, and W. D. Murray is named as

YOUNG
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Jewelers
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Brock and Feagans
LOS
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ANGELES, CAL.
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000Of040
contractor
Mason
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Contracts taken for Cement-8ton- a
Houses and foundations.
house built or this material is warmer In winter and cooler In
summer than a brick house, and Is cheaper than good brick,
Foundations for frame houses cheaper than common rubble
stone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card and I wli call.
frS
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The coming of especially when taken In connection
ability oi
Will.Hoppe. the famous American t "h cri'i--thevliiilfame andn known
'icFtt Q II v
ho
in.torn
Ix.y bi1liHr.HK!. to play the veteran'
u;anla.ine(I
y(')Itnful
T,u,
Hoppe has
Vignaux for the billiard suprerur 'the most consistent Improvement of
of the world, has created something any billiard player of his age the
While the world has1 produced, and should he be
of a sensation in Paris.
youthful American is a marvel with progressive and live long enough,
the cue, his pretensions are regarded there is reason to believe that he may
In a far more serious manner here. become champion of the world.
Parts, Nov.

U.Mer&Co.

24.

v.WHOLESALE

-

SAN JUAN

FOR

GOVERNOR

and RETAIL

-

Lap Robes

Every horse needs a blanket this
weather, and wek invite an inspection of our large line. A good,
lined. Burlap Blanket, iwth two
surcingles attached, for $1.50. Fine
wool street Blankets at $2.50 each.

ON ESTANCIA PLAINS

PEOPLE WERE SURPRISED AT REPORT OF HAGER-MAN'SELECTION.
Boone C Vaughan, sheriff of San
Juan county, who passed through SanVegas,
ta Ke Tuesday en route to
where he went for the purpose of
placing G. L. Cooper, formerly of
Karmlngton, In the insane asylum
ttiere, has relumed from that city and
stopped over night at Santa Fe. en
role home.
Mr. Vaughan expressed much surprise at the reported selection of Herbert .1. Hagerman as the next gover
nor of New Mexico.
"People in our district," said Mr.
Vaughan, "had the rumor that H. O.
Btirsum, superintendent of the territorial penitentiary, was slated for for
the position, but in case the rumor of
Hagernian's apiHiintmeiit Is correct I
see no reason why he should not make
a good governor."
Mr. Vaughan stated that business in
San Juan county was quiet but, not
stagnant. He said the new road that
has been built via Aztec from Duran-to Karmington, had brought an inThe merchants
crease in business.
seemed to le doing fairly well.
One or the ntcest places in the city
is the pool hall. No. 115 West Railroad avenue. Call and enjoy
AND THE

S

Albuquerque, N. M.

oootoooootoHorse Blankets and

TRAGEDY

DOUBLE

WANTED;
BL'RSIM

HCKOBY

WAGONS

New-Mexic-

j

H

We ship on approval and pay alt charges Whether you buy or not.
Write at once for out Complete Jewelry Catalog No. 16. Free.

by territorial and federal authorlti"
in the event tiiat the department of
i
the iuten.u t r the com lilssb'iit r
Indian affairs at Washington does not
act to stop l lie illegal wholesale
slaughter of game now being done lv
th. Indians in different counties of
New Mexico, Is made manifest by :',i

,

WATCH PRICES
",

will be taken

following letter received from Captirn
John K. Fullerton, of the New Mexico
The letter Is a
mounted police.
dress-eto the fish and Etinw, war
den. I'age H. Otero, and read..
"Yours of the 18th received. I .hove
been talking this Indian trouble over
with Lieutenant Haca and also Elfc-gBaca, and thev think we should get
warrants for all of the Indians tnat
have been hunting or all of them t.h it
we can get i.ie names of. He told me
that he would take the names down
Monday and get the warrants and
have the sheriff serve them, I think
we should make an example of these
'Red Devils,' as they should not be
allowed any more privileges t'lmn a
common American. Yours truly.
."JOHN F. FULL FUTON,
"Captain of Mounted Bailee. "
About 150 Indians from the .lemez.
San Felle, Isleta and San Domingo
pueblos, and the Navajo reservation,
who have been hunting In Socorro
county have been ordered by R.
Berry, of the Navajo agency at Fort
Defiance, to return, and It Is reported
that these Indians have obeyed.
It is known that they secured
a large number of doetc and deer before complying with the agent's orders.
"As long as they are not punished
for these flagrant disregards of the
game law." said Game Warden Otero,
"they will repeat the offense whenever they get ready."
At present the game laws of
do not provide any remuneration for deputy game wardens other
than a commission from fines collected or assessed against those arrested by the deputies.
"Fir that reason." said Mr. Otero,
"I do not take an active part In the
arrest of these Indians, as I other-Italy- .
wise might, for with the lw as It is.
It
if I went out after the Indians,
would only be a short time until I
In
would not' have a single deputy
the territory, as 1 would be robbing
the deputies of their only chance to
earn a fee."

-

U
The best 20 year guaranteed Gold Filled Cases
Dueber", etc.
"Boss", "Crescent", -- fanys",
Standard American Movements 'EIBin',, "Wal-thamYou select the case and movement.
etc.
Wo. 1118,
7Jeeled
17JrwHrd
I3Je11
Movprrwnt
Movmrnt
Face,
Mnvmrnt
KSiia.Or'n
$17.00
tt.00
Man's Watch
fit to
lo. HOT.
114 00
00

ACT AT ONCE

'That radical measures

AFTE3 THE FIGHT IS OVER

VJ

24, 190S.

NOVEMBER

THAT WILL INTEREST.
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the Game Laws, Who Are
Off Reservations and Are
Slaughtering Deer.
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Mr
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ARREST VIOLATORS

THEY'RE
RULERS.

Beautiful Girls of the Italian Markets Who Are Choien to Reign at
Social Function!.

Jj&-

FRIDAY,

TWO RANCHMEN QUARREL ONE
DEAD AND THE OTHER DANGEROUSLY WOUNDED.

The Santa Ke New Mexican, which
reached the city last night, brought
along in its columns the subjoined
"special." but dated from Estancia.
and not Morlarty. The Citizen reproduces the article, giving proper credit
to tlie New Mexican:
Eslaiicia, N. M., Nov. 22. News of
a killing and of a probable fatal shooting were received here this morning,
although the particulars are still
somewhat meager. William Davidson,
a ranchman, who has his home about
f
miles north of Morltwo and
arty. was shot and killed yesterday by
Lee Longino, and the latter was seriously wounded In the affray.
The dispute. It is said, arose over
land claims, Ingino having been the
closest neighbor to the entry of Davidone-haj-

Cor.

First street and Tljeraa

road."

The St. Elmo
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WlDBS.Bnnto.Etc,

JOSEPH BARNKTT, Prop.

SAMPLX AND
CLUB ROOMS

i

120 Weit Raffroa

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

Atcimw

Drew Willlnghani, aged about 30
years, and the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Cape Willingham. of Nueva Casas
Grandes, Chihuahua, Mexico, took his
son.
Fox the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.
own life near Casas Grandes the first
was arrested about three
Davidson
with
shooting
by
himself
week,
of the
weeks ago on complaint of Ixwgiuo
a rifle, says the Roswell Record. He
and this made bad blood, and, it is
115 GOLD AVE.
Insane
was undoubtedly temporarily
?
bejieved, led to the quarrel which rewhen he committed the act.
A man
disastrously
to
both.
so
Board of Optometry
sulted
of
Member
In
a
came
news
letter
The terrible
by the name of Hutchinson, a new
Examiners.
to Mrs. Sklpwith from friends at
comer in this section, and who had
was
writ
The
letter
Grandes.
Casas
lust made a homestead entry near
ten November 14, and the funeral had
Morlarty, brought the news to town
The
before
day
that.
occurred the
shooting probably oavttrred last SaturREPAIR SHOP.
c
day or Sunday.
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CUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor
young
liad
man
the unfortunate
up;
furnl
repaired
set
and
Stoves
When you are in need of fino liquors
1
been employed to keep up the fences
T
wines, call on Ernest Meyers A ture set up and crated for ihlpmenL
0
of a large ranching company there and
drug
store.
of
Walton's
Rear
West Silver avenue. Auto
and was living seven tulles from Co., 116
SHOEMAKER.
L.
H.
Casas Grandes. He was living with a matic phone, 240.
Imported 0
Mexican man, and the latter's wife,
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whlaklea.
grads ot
who did the cooking for them. On
Domestic Wine and Cognac. The coolest and highest
and
the fatal evening. Willingham ate his
lager served. Finest and beat llmported and Domestic Cigars.
0
supper, and arter writing in nis nore
book, went Into his room and closed
the door. The Mexican soon heard
a Teport, and when they 'entered the
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
N. PEACH & CO.
room he was falling to the floor,
re
SALE FEED AND TRANSLrVKHT,
was
the
breathing
This
last.
his
Appalling
WORK P"j2dIpenSDENCE MINE.'" company
acqu, purchase,
FER STABLES
DEALERS
of the Mexicans and it, is credited
ESTATE
REAL
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true. Willingham was in the
Mules bought and exand
Horses
The Independence mine, up Bitter frunchlHe of tne SnVer Valley Water as
Office,
:uV4
Automatic 'phone, 535.
changed.
creek, is making great improvement Workg con,pHny, nw doing business Insane asylum at Las Vegas for two
West Gold Avenue.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
In and around the mine, says the Ilea ,n sllver clty and to lay water plpea years, five years ago, and he had told
They have been acqulre property. or transact such his brother that it he ever felt insan
Second street, between Railroad and
River Prospector.
M. DRAGOIE
him again, he would
Copper avenuea.
cutting out a station In the tunnel. ()(her buBlne8a ag nia. be e8st.ntiai to ity coming onEvery
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time
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where a shaft is to be sunk, for
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engine. In so doing two parallel
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r.FNFRAL MERCHANDISE,
mental faculties.
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veins were encountered showing nice
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Willingham
Cape
The real cleaner and dyer. Lasneciniens of tellurium ore.
WAS AT SOCORRO
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at
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Tracks
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dies' and gentlemen's
fine
No one can blame Dr. Powell, the
STRAIGHTENING OUT MATTERS the
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
Rivers, now Lakewood. He and famclothes a specialty. Portieres,
president of the company, for feeling
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City,
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Silver
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Walton,
ALBUUULkuew.
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also
North
lace curtains, etc.
lir".iy over the new strike for the ore tary of the New Mexico board of man
and his son. Drew, was one of the
They are agera
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
Is considered very fine.
expo- most popular bovs who ever attended
purchase
Louisiana
the
of
26V?. Automatic 'phone, 675.
anxious to get their mill up and ready sition, and W. M. Porterfleld. of SilOOC3CXDClOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
Institute. The family
Drayin'
Movin
to treat the ore, but. at this writing ver City, superintendent of exhibition the Military Mexico
ago.
year
a
about
went
to
Old
their machinery has not arrived.
St. Louis, were In Socorro Monday Besides a father and mother, Drew
FREIGHTIN
They will have the mill up and run- at
In
w ith tae committee of Willingham leaves one brother, Harry,
consultation
ning just as soon as possible. Every- the board of regents of the school of
Miss
Bnird,
Mrs.
sisters.
and
three
thing Qannot be acomplished at once mines. At the meeting it. was en
You have us once, you'll
of
but In their turn. What has teen done deavored to straighten out the con Grace and Mrs. Tom Waller,a alllittle
Prices right;
call again.
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VANM o. o.
'trovers'
ain't
Clarence,
his
and
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son.
manner, both inside and
board of regents of the school of wife lives at El Paso. The brother
Specialist.
Eyesight
is desirable to any mining
mines and the board of managers of was at the funeral, but the sisters
By the Albuquerque Transfer Men
President of New Mexico Board of
the Louisiana exposition, as to the were unable to attend.
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disposition of certain exhibition cases and Miss Willingham were on their
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established optician in New
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Pennsylvania

of

Senator Penrose

Bays he is in favor of every reform

measure that has been suggested n
that btate. Looks as though he hasn't
reail what had been said about
The attorney for a Chlcairo girl In
a breach of promise suit claims that
the defendant showed his love for her
in calling 'her his "dumplings and
nailer kraut." It certainly does look
as though she had caused him to lose
Bleep.

Starting

Something in Kentucky.
It is a vat importance that the
young men who ar.e trying to make
lawyers, politicians, preachers, etc..
should establish a nehatlng society.
All persons should learn to talk in
public and this Is the only method.
In the court house would be a nice
place for the society to meet and it
could be secured with ease.
,A society like this is educative to
all of those who take Interest. It upbuilds the county.
Small debating
societies have produced noble statesmen that would never have been
known if the society had not a been.
The young men of Hyden, should
call a meeting at once, organize a society and have It In good oraer by
the time winter school term begins.
The young men of the mountains
can make as good speakers or lawyers aw anybody If they will only try.
Now to make this a quick and successful undertaking, let every young
man in Hyden meet at the court
house Friday night or as soon thereafter and organize a debating society.
Hyden (Ky.) Thousandsticks.

"Ie

been trying to think of a good
name for our allotment,"
said the
president of the new real estate company, "but I can', find a good one.
We want some kind of a fancy name,
something that sounds a little romantic or poetic."
"What's the matter with Winde-mere?- "
asked the sales agent.
"That's all right, except that it's
'
too common."
"How about Elfinmere or Malde-mere?"

"The way those life insurance companies passed out money to the republican committees reminds me of
the days when I was a boy" and hung
around the circus tent."
"How SO?"
"We both carried water to the elephant."

W'

Richard Grant was out riding his
Sequachee. (Tenn)
News.
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Wisconsin ulrl has sued a man
for $loo fi r stealing a kiss from her.
Stealing a kiss surely is urand
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FOR

NOTICE

PUBLICATION.

H. E. No. 57Cf.

Department of the Interior. Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 31. 105.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 5, 1 105, viz., Gertrude Heco, widow of Francisco Heco,
deceased, of Valencia county, for the
S'.fe SK'i, NW'i SE'i. SW'i NE'4,
township 12 north,
2S,
of section
ranee 7 west.
le names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,
viz., Juan Bautiste Kowemlsneh,
!'ow to, Jose
and Dis-ntAlonza, ail of Igtina, New Mex-
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Cigar.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

W. Railroad Avenue.

113

ALBUQUERQUE

PIONtCR BAKERY

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPEC1ALTT
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
SIMON

BALLING.

Established In

F--

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
svsflNflrvjrvTSJ

1882

G. PRATT & CO.

sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
las. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, lm
boden'g Granite Flour.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries
cramery Butter

Hlllsboro

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wtth which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to ui
and we will straighten them out for you.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

Best on

Earth.

Orders Solicited"!

"ReBdAcP02s"

Free DeliTery.

214 South Second

Street.

CLAHKVILLC PRODUCE CO
HAY. GRAIN AND FEED

IRRIGATION

are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit for 5 years. We are Headquarters
for Power Pumping Machinery. Bend
for Catalogue.

A- -

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at .1. O Raldrldge's

The

7rd.

A.

GRAOI

Hendrie

1621-163-

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
7

BY

PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS
When the Pump and Engine

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS. Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

TOTI

AND LAS VEGAS

&

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

Seventeenth Street.

9

DENVER,

q

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gmral Balldtng

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Wort.
Plates. $8.00:
Gold Crowns, 16.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
60c. All guaranteed.

COLORADO

Strpplles

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

Unredeemed Diamonds
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room 17. N. T. Armijo Building.

The Fuehr Undertaking Company
Successors to Ed wards A Fuehr
307 Wist fjliroad
Both

'Phones.

Avenue.

Dai or Night

BELOW THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND EVEN
AT COST,
IT WOULD
still pay you to buy It from us, as we are in a position to sell diamonds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
Jewelers buy at wholesale.
118

ROSENFIELD, The Pawnbroker.
The Man You Can Trust
Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

ocoo

oooooooooo
STICKING TO

HAYGOOD
all

your

A

CONTRACT.

one of our good points. We do not
repudiate figures on estimates, and
we follow every detail closely. We
worlc of the very highest class,
and we 'charge only reasonable prices
s
for
work. We find that this
policy pays us. You'll find it will pay
you to have us do your work.
Is

do-onl-

The Cleaner

Will do

M.

CARPET,

HOUSE) and WINDOW CLEANING, and doctor your stove, at
the rate of 25 cents per hour.
Phone Red 271.
Auto, 630.

311 North Seventh Street 31

first-clas-

1

THE

GO TO THE

STANDARD HEATING

AND

PLUMBING

CO.

New Planing Mill
South of Viaduct, on First Street

Special Machinery

The Williams Dtig Co.
O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK.

FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
G. E.

GU8TAFSON, Proprietor.
O. DINSDALB

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm'

HIGHLAND LIVER1
STABLE

v

Boarding Horses a Specialty

fe

utrtttrinniit

V
SAM KEE
e says that he has lotg of pretty e
e things, comprising Toys, Indian
ii Curios, Mexican Drawnwork, and e
e Chinese and Japanese goods, for V

f

V

CnriKtmaa.
215 South Second Street.

Proprietors.

1

Mlltlllllf. (ilttl

WEST RAILROAD
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AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Result!

Cut-o- ff

of The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe Railway

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

Son Lost Mother.
"Consumption runs In our family
aud through it I lost my mother,"
writes E. B. Reld, of Harmony, Me.
"For the past five years, however
on the slightest sign of a Cough or
told, I have taken Dr. Kings New
Discovery for Consumption, which
aaa saved me serious lung trouble."
His mother's death was a sad loss for
Mr. Reid, but he learned that lung
trouble must not be neglected, and
how to cure it. Quickest relief and
cure for coughs and colds. Price 60c
and $1.00; guaranteed at all druggists,
Trial bottle free.

(

Lily

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

Belen, is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.t

H. OTERO,

MANUEL

JOE

Wholesale Grocers

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

e

ico.

Smoke the White

j

o

y

of Fresh and Salt Meat.
Steam 8auaqe Factory,
EMI9 KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

,

na

"And you" say young Kichmore's
grandfather was a forty-nine- r
in California?"
"Yes, and a fine obi character."
"What's young Richmore?"
"Oh, he's only a eeventy-nlnehere
In New York."

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kind

v

tissue-buildin-

fine mule Sunday.

NIL

PAGE SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

A good deal of
Is
.
being displayed by the national
over the Jimmy Sebring case.
The commission goes on the assumption that It has. letters
patent on
honor and fidelity and that any player
who dares assert himself is unworthy
of consideration by other men. Take
the case of Heydon, just declared an
I y
outlaw beyond the pale of human
hope. He s a promising player, with
landnble ambition to go higher. He
was playing with a minor league club
and each year, through base ball Juggling, he was "covered up" and finally
he left the ranks of organized base
ball to play with the outlaws. lUiw
many other players have been covn&'fcLIS;
i
im
ered up through the draft In like manner? Mike Kelly wants 1o play with
and manage a team in the American
Do you think the imAssociation.
maculate national commission will
permit him to do so? Not on ypur
life. A club In St. Louis wants Kelly,
and even though Kelly Is not under
contract, with St. Paul, where be
played last year, yet the commission
says Kelly must not better his condition and develop his managerial
ability. The national commission Is
'
a necessity, of course, but It might
f?
"tP
cisrr?f-- s
be fair and just in Its dealings, instead
I
1
.'
poor)
i"alr
r
of swinging a knout over the players'
heads and Impressing upon them that
they are chattels and nothing more.
"Young Corbet t" will not go Into
retirement to recuperate, as he had
Intended doing. He has decided that
J
Tut TuRKtY
the best way to get Into first class
condition is to keep on fighting secTxHNKiviNtr
JT
sSBsfce
V.ffrtT
--"ond raters, anfl lots or them.
iiNHfcja.
L --x.
a
Jimmy Britt considers Marvin Hart
the best fighter, Jeffries excepted,
now before the public. He says Hart
has made the mistake or not fighting
oftener. "He will fool a lot St the
rellows who have been rapping him,"
says Jimmy.
A discussion has arisen In the east
as to the age of base ball.
A.
O. MINER MEETS DEATH
ALBUQUERQUE CONTRACTOR
Spalding contends that it is an offIN
STRANGE
FORM
AFTER ALItN LABOR
shoot of "one old cat," while Henry
Chadwrck, known as "the father of
base hall," declares it developed from JOHN MATRAMZA, DRIVER
FOR A BATCH OF MEXICAN CARPENthe English game of "rounders."
FUEL COMPANY, IS THE
TERS EN ROUTE TO THIS CITY,
John W. Oliver, to whom the question
DETAINED AT EL PASO.
was submitted, declared that base ball
Matramza,
John
in
a
the
car
driver
was played in Baltimore in 1825, and
The following article, of local
was clipped from the El
that the bases were run then just as mine of the Victor K"uel company at
Delaguu,
9
met
Weddeath
o'clock
at
they are now. Mr. Oliver is 91 years
Paso Times which reached this city
nesday
morning
while
ut
the
work in
this morning:
old, and has a petted memory or the
game as It was played years ago. His mine in a most peculiar mini nor, says
For the purpose of placing the rethe
Trinidad
Advertiser.
sponsibility upon certain violators of
statement upsets a lot of theories rewas
Matramza
a
out
with
garding the origin and age of the
the alien labor law, who sent transcar of coal and was walking portation to fourteen Mexicans from
great national game.
I loaded
a
narrow
the
side
car.
At
at
of the
Monterey to Albuquerque, N. M a
Pedlar Palmer, the
bantamweight of England, ww re- place in the drift Matramza stopped, board of inquiry composed of Immpuss
to
so
get
car
igration
let
the
he could
Inspectors yesterday held a
cently defeated in six rounds by
behind it and avoid any possible dan- session in the American consulate In
"Cockey" Cohen in London.
They ger.
was
He
at
coat
wearing
a
loose
Juarez.
fought for a purse of $750 and a side
The Mexicans, who were called
bet of $1,000. Palmer slipped and the time and this was the cause of
caught
his
death.
on
The
coat
the upon to testify before the board, confell. As he arose Cohen sent a right
side
of
some
car
manner
the
and
in
sisted of Beven men and the families
swing to the jaw that did the busidragged him along.
Matramza real- of three of them, making fourteen
ness.
danger, triqd in vain to stop persons in all. each of which held
his
ized
Christy Mathewson has accepted an
mule, but to no avail and be was through transportation from Monteoffer to play exhibition games In Ha- the
squeezed between the side of the drift rey to Albuquerque. The men were
vana, his only stipulation being that and
v carpenters and they admitted that
the car.
he should not play on Sunday. Just
Some of the miners heard his cry of they had been hired to go to Albunow Matty and Bowerman are deer
.distress and hurried to his assist-- ! querque to work. Several days ago
hunting in Michigan woods,
ance, but were too late, as the un- the party arrived In Juarez over the
John Condon, who, with Louis A. fortunate
man was so. badly injured Mexican Central and was not permitCella, has purchased a half interest that he died
a short time later.
ted to come into El Paso. Monday
in the Crescent City Jockey Club,
Dr. James G. Espey, county cor- night, however, Hie entire group of
says the fight against Ed Corrlgan oner,
was
Immediately
fourteen,
having eluded the vigilance
notified and
will be carried on to the bitter end.
to Delagua and made a thorough of the immigration officers and come
"I believe we hold the winning hand," went
investigation.
to El Paso, was found m a Santa
he said In an interview, "and have
Mr. Matramza was a young man Fe train leaving the city for Albuno fear of results. We .will open the only
years
age
unof
nineteen
querque.
and
They were immediately
gates on inanksgiving Day, and will married.' He
has a father who resides taken in charge by the inspectors and
race until well into spring, and will on a ranch
near
Trinidad
brotha
and
taken back to Juarez.
show no quarter ro the opposition."
er, Sam Matramza, who is
employ
Each of the seven men carried his
It begins to look as though the pro- of Charles Richter, in this the
city.,
carpenters' tool kit and was going
posed meeting between Nelson and
prepared for work.
McGovern will fall through.
But Few Are Free.
McGov-ern'- s
officials llleve that
manager insists bn fighting be- But few people are entirely fre from thisImmigration
time they will, be able to lay
fore the National A. C. of Philadel- indigestion at this season of the year. their hands on the alien
labor law
phia, but Nolan believes a better Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is not only the violators
and say they have abundant
purse can be secured elsewhere, and best remedy to use because it digests
on which to force a prois holding out on that proposition. what you eat but because it also en- evidence
high standing may
secution. Men
And Nolan has established his repu- ables the digestive apparatus to as- be involved In of
the case.
tation for sticking to his own opinion similate and transform all food into
when once he makes it public.
blood.
Kodol relieves
A fine place to whlt
away the
Garry , Herrmann Is trying to coax sour stomach, heart burn, belching, hours at the pool hall. No. 116 West
Railroad avenue.
Rube Waddell into the Redland camp and all forms of indigestion.
at Cincinnati, but Connie Mack has
not agreed to release the eccentric
one.
Herrmann thinks Hube would
complete his lyoti pijehing staff, and
besides ht is confident he could get
good work out of, Waddell. Connie
Mack said that should he decide to
trade Waddell Cincinnati should have
first call.
Strengthen the Stomach with Mi-o-Tablets and Keep
French auto racers have decided to
teed
abandon racing for touring contests.
by J. 0. Rielly & Co.
Word comes from Paris that no more
entries will be made In American
If you have the least symptom of ach, stimulate the solar plexus, and
racing meets, but efforts will be made Indigestion or
stomach
troubles, strengthen the whole nervous systo Induce Americans to turn their at- make haste to get rid of It now. The tem. If yon have headaches, dizzitention to touring. The French have hearty food aud indoor life of win- - j ness, indigestion, heart-burspecks
come to the conclusion that the best ter will put a burden upon that poor , before the eye, sleeplessness, back-nch- e,
test of an auto comes while touring oia siomacn wntcn may weaken It beand debility or weakness, it
and that very little is to be gained yond help.
shows that you need
In the speed trials.
tablets are an unusual
Ask J. H. O'RIelly Co. to show yon
combination of valuable medicinal
guarantee they give with each 50
Don't wait for an explosion cook agents that soothe and heal the lrrl-- I the
cent
box of this remedy.
gas
with
the humane wav.
'a'ed mucous membrane of the stom- - costs nothing unless It cures.
com-lnlssln-

I've known fellers t
spend so much time try- in' f look dignified tm
their eyebrows finally
shut off their view . uv
everything.

EVENING CITIZEN

TURKEY ISMS

SPORTING...
...BREVITIES

ANYTHING

Word from

ALBUQUERQUE

Of 1,000 basinets and rebid. iK e lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with lxoad SO and
t
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old sha le trots; public school house, costing $16,000; churches. Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mil, capa.ity. 150 barrels daily; lart.e winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Helen is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railn ad city In the mar future cannot be estimated.'
ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

The lots offered" are in the center ft the city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation)
etc., etc. Also a
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness
modern hotel.
first-clas-

;

GO OVER

no sand or iiravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
We need a

first-clas-

s

TO BELEN,

EAST AND WEST. NORTH

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill,

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

J

JOHN BECKER,

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
President
WM. M.

BERGER. , Secretarv

k

A

PAGE

ALHUOUEHOUK EVENING

EIGHt

LOCAL AND

.

Ami give the proper finish to tho new drer"s or suit you wear while

going out or receiving company (or dinner. Diiy them from us and
you are sure to get the daintiest looking, best fitting, longext wearing and closest price.! shoes on the market.

Vlci Kid Shoea

Men'

$2.50, $3.00 and $3.bO

Shoea'

Men'a Box Calf

$3.50 to $4.00

$2.00, $2.25, $2.50 and $3.00
$3.50 to $4.00

Women's Patent Kid Shoea
Women's Vicl Kid Shoea
Women'a Dress Slippers

$2.25, $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50

Shoes for Boys and Girls

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50

lug.

$1.50, $2.00, $2.50 and $3.50

Remember Thanksgiving!
It's rapidly approaching, and remember also that our store affords
the best facilities for the aelection of
the beat groceries and table delicacies. Everything
that tend8 to
dinner a
make your Thanksgiving
source of gastronomic delight, will be
found In our stock, which baa been
provided for the
most carefully
Thanksgiving season.

F. F. TROTTER

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

000000OfK)00000

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

THE

piano,

ut

GENUINE CHICKERING

The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor. Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

TIIK

WIirr-SO114

N

acting buslncHs in the city.
Miss Heinle Thomas
to
returned
Siinta Ke this morning after upending
several days In the city visiting
,
friends.
Traveling Territorial Auditor Chas,
V. SalTurd is down from Santa Ke on
official business, accompanied by hi
secretary, Chas. Ross.
Dr. .1. F. T. Hart, cf the A. T. Still
infirmary, of Kirksvllle, Mo., arrived
in the city last night to assist l)r,
Conner in his practice.
Col. John Stein, the popular western
superintendent of the Fred Harvey
eating houses, Is in thevclty, coming
in from las Vegas last night.
I lie police are in possession of a
number of ownerless bicycles. Any
one In the city minus a wheel might
be able to find It at the city build- -

MUSIC CO.

SOUTH 8ECOND 4TREET.

The Lew Wallace chapter of the D.
A. K. will meet at Mrs. Wroths Sat'
urday, November 25. at 3 o'clock P.
m. All members are requested to be
present.
George Wilson, a young man from
Adrian, Mich., Is In the city, and will
probably remain during the winter.
The young man's family are friends
of (ieorge P. Learnard.
Harry V. Kelly, of the firm of
Gross, Kelly & company. Is In the
city from Las Vegas transacting busi
ness with George Arnot, locat mana
ger for the company.
Frank Bowjer, of 615 North Sixth
street, is entertaining his mother and
brother, Mrs. Mary Bowyer and son,
Sherman, who arrived last night from
Latty, Ohio, and expect to remain
during the winter.
II. A. Sleyster, the Insurance agent
wno has been doing business In the
Pecos valley tho past week, returned
to the city this morning. He reports
fine business, and the Pecos valley
one of the best In the country.
Judge and Mrs. F. W. Parker ar
rived from Las Cruces this morning.
Mrs. Parker boarded the California
limited for San Francisco at 11:30
o'clock, while the juuge remained in
the city. He expects to return to Las
i. races tonight.
iwo homeless wanderers were, the
grist in police court this morning. One
was a negro, en route from Califor
nia east, caught while attempting to
board an outgoing train, and the other
wa a laborer from the Belen cut-ofwho was penniless, as the result of
having been on a prolonged spree.
Yesterday The Citizen stated that
Hon. Joshua S. Reynolds would pre
sent the new Presbyterian church with
a pipe organ and also stated that the
organ would cost about $5,000. Rev.
H. A. Cooper, pastor of the church,
Informs The Citizen that there are no
specifications whatever regarding the
price of the organ, except the fact that
it will lie one of the best manufac
tured.
Bishop J. V. Pitaval. of Santa Fe.
Is In the city the guest of Rev. A. M.
Mamialari, of the Immaculate Con
ception church. Bishop Pitaval will
administer the sacred rite of confirma
tion at the Catholic churches of the
city on Sunday as follows: San Felipe ue Neri, y a. m.; Sacred Heart,
p. m., and Immaculte Conception
church at 7:30 In the evening, where
here will he a class of sixty.
ASSOCIATED CHARITIES
TO ADOPT

STATIONERY.

J

PERIODICALS,

It is easy to find

Newcomer Book and Art Store
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE,
Our line of holiday goods is now nearly complete.

NEW LINE

OF BLANK

BOOKS

JUST RECEIVED.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
Columbia Graphaphones.

PICTURE

CIGARS
AND CANDY.

Recorda and 8uppties.

FRAMING.

DIAMONDS

When bought right are a good Investment Our prices are right We inrlu
you to call and examine the beauU ul diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

VTT"T
CTfC
1 1
C V CfAl

ETC.

LEAD! NO

JFTWTCT.ICR
--

JZJZZL.

FAILtD

SHOES

$5.50

SATURDAY 8PECIAL SALE.
Sugar
15 lbs for $1.00
Borden Best Patent Flour.60 lbs., $1.60
1 lb. of 36c Mocha and Java Coffee
for
25c
12 lbs. Onions for
25c
3 cans American Oil Sardines. .. .25c
We have received our stock of Men's
and Boys' Clothing,' which we will
sell at a very low price.
8 bars Laundry Soap for
25c
8 lbs. of Quinces for
25c
1 lb. Creamery Butter
25c
4 lbs. Good Prunes
25c
Cranberries, per lb.
10c
THE NEW YORK FAIR,
Antonio Armijo & Co., Proprs.
121 North Third Street.

you wish to get more for
your dollar than a dollar
will buy elsewhere. The
suits we are offering at $15
and $18 will not last long
in the face of such a price.
for they look like more dollars than those we
ask you to pay
If

OF GETTING BETTER CLOTHING
IS REMOTE.

THE PROBABILITY

We believe ourselves able to judgt clothes,
ones 10 seisci irem, in pyinis gr

SAYS EVIDENCE WILL INCRIMINATE

lien's and Boys' Overcoats
119

WINDOW

Prices range from

'

$3.50

THAN OURs

have had many

and

d

ii

$10

to

$30.

SIMON STERN,

$3.50

$5.00

ri atrYTttvf it

tnitlll

t

Signet Rings

e

MAYNARD,
ooo

OOOOOOO0O 04oo404k04--

DIAMONDS

!

The Jeweler

fttuitutfiiirfi
i

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker

000000000000K0

Provisions.
Chicago, Nov. 24. Closing prices:
Wheat Dec, S39ic; May, 87c.
Corn Dec, 44,ie; May, 43c.
Oats Dec., tfHMc; May, 31Vc.
Pork Jan.. $12.90; May. $12.93.
Lard Jan., $t.90; May, 7.05.
ibs Jan., $6.65; May, $6.82.

PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

1

Men's. Women's and Children's
House Slippers, in Felt or Leather.
They are full of comfort, style and
wear. Prices run from 60c to $2.60.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
TOO LATE

Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed .in Our Sample Rooms

I

TO CLASSIFY

I

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Oe for Prices

FLORAL

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

nen in need of designs for
occasions," call on us and we'll
show you what we can do
you how moderate the cost.and tell

IVES,
819

THK

Lorn

WHITNEY COMPANY

ist.

U3-U5--

West Santa Fe avenue.
Auto Phone 718.

ooo.

i

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

FOR RENT Four room furnished
house. 215 Atlantic avenue. Apply
on premises.
WANTED A boy to deliver papers.
Call at O. A. Mat son & Co.

.

South First Street

401-40- 3

North First

Strt

g

I

MHBIHsf

ooo-oooo-ooo-

o o o

o

o

oooo

0
4)

0
CHAS. P. MYERS.

Proprietors

WM. M'INTOSH.

HARDWARE

WHO LESALE

RETAIL

We Garry "The Best" Heaters and Ranges
CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
GALVANIZED

COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
GEM AND PERFECT
AND JAPAN ED COAL HODS, FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.

SHEET IRON HEATERS.

t

COLE'S HOT BLAST.

''"NsMMsltoMHBWBWMMsUfls1"

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEV
AND AMMUNITION.

DISPLAY

BREAD

Rubbers. Slickers, Rubber Boots

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
West Gold Ave.
122 South Second St.

DOUGLAS

SHOES

and Price

QuaMy--Style--F-

STOCK

MAKERS,

OF

WE INVITE THE TRADE

WE CARRY THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK

SEE

24, 1905.

it
Judge Ira A. Abbott was occupied
the whole "f today with hearing arour Fall line Is serond to none. Our lines of clothing are backed by a
guments on the motion, filed by the
national reputation we can't afford to sell you Inferior goods we have
to live up to our own reputation. We would be glad to have you look
plaintiff in ihe Santa Fe rebate case,
in which tin.' defendant is asked to
produce certain documents, contracts
and witnesses, which the attorneys
for the Caledonian Coal company believe are relative to the case.
TIGER
STETSON
Apparently, the defendant has maHATS
HATS
the railroad clothier
terial reason for not complying with
the wishes of the plaintiff, as ex
pressed in the motion, and some strenuous arguments are being made to
have the motion over-ruleby the
court. This is evident from the num
NEW
ber of prominent lawyers the defend
LINE OF PICTURE
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- ant has called together to look after
TURES FRAMED BEFORETHE
its Interests.
No case has ever come before the
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND
tribunal of the Serond Judicial disSTREET.
trict court with more distinguished le5
gal talent represented than at the ar 9 9.9 9
9 9 9
gument of this motion this afternoon.
TINY
PLEATING
COVERED
On the side of the railroad company
BUTTONS, ETC., SILS-BY- ,
were arrayed Frank W. flathrop. as TRIMMING
SAN
DIEGO,
CAL.
Are always acceptable presents for either ladies or gentlemen. We
sistant general solicitor for the road;
o
Judge H. I.. Waldo, chief counsel for
engrave
Liquors,
wines
cordials
and
the
them free of charge, and we assure you they will please.
the road In Nw Mexico; Hon. VV. B.
line In the city. All goods delivChllders, Colonel K. W. Dohson and finest
Call and see what we have to offer you.
free. Ernest Meyers & Co., 118
Colonel Kalpn' E. Twitcbell, while on ered
the side of the Caledonian Coal com West Silver avenue.
pany were Attorneys Nelll B. Field,
Dance at the Casino Saturday
n. W. D. Bryan and Frank H. Moore.
orMusic by the Loebs-DevinAttorney Lathrop Is directing tlie chestra. Only respectable people
arguments for the defendants and At
0
torney Field Is conducting the case
for the plaint iff.
Lunch counter In saloon for rent
0
119 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
The arguments of the railroad-cocheap. Also cook wanted. Apply to
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
pany have occupied the greater part B. E. Day, Propr., 212 North Third
8
of the day, and many authorities have street.
been quoted in argument for showing
cause why the railroad should not be
'
compelled to produce documents mo9
ALBUQUERQUE DANCING
contracts and witnesses asked for.
H
"
The attitude of the defendant, acACADEMY.
ST
cording to the arguments,' Is that the
Open Saturday nights at Col-is- "
production of the evidence asked for
ombo hall. Instructions from 8
"
to 9 o'clock. Social dancing
would lncrinilnato the company and
possibly the witness, which are pre
from 9 to 12 o'clock.
sunied to be employes of the road and
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES
9 9 9.9 9. 9 9.999
4
of the allied companies, against whicH
the Caledonian Coal company has
I have a large" stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
Kaffir Corn, for your chickens. Betbrought, action. The companies In-ter and cheaper than wheat; $1.50 per
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
100 pounds. Star Hay and Grain Co.
elude the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
Fe railway company, the Colorado
them to an eastern wholesale market.
Fuel & Iron company, and the AmerThe ladles of the German lodge
ican Fuel company. This latter comwill give a MASQUERADE BALL on
pany is represented in the case by
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Tuesday night. November 28. at the
Attorney Harry M. Dougherty, of SoRed Mens' hall. Masks raised at the
corro.
door.
Mr. Lathrop explained that this possible incrlm nation might be to such
a degree that .the defendants might
subject itself to the penalty of

CONSTITUTION

YESTERDAY'S
MEETING
WAS
LIGHTLY ATTENDED
SOLICITING COMMITTEES REPORT CONTINUED 8UCCESS.
The meeting of those Interested in
the Associated Charities, held yesterday afternoon at the Commercial club,
was so lightly attended that no action was taken toward adopting the
s
constitution and
published In
The Cltlren yesterday afternoon. Only
a few of the most faithful were pres
ent, ine minutes of the previous
meeting were read and the meeting
adjourned to meet a week from next
Tuesday, when definite action will be
taken toward the adoption of a con
stltutlon.
The committee appointed to solicit
funds for the association continues to
report success.

Everything Men and Boys
Wear
Reputable Clothing

HANAN

ARGUED

CASE

Counsel for Santa Pe Makes
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Strenuous Effort to Have
Fair tonight and Saturday.
Motion Overruled.
S. O. Fletcher, of Santa Ke. In trans

Buy Your Shoes for
Thanksgiving Today

,.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

MOTION REBATE

PERSONAL

Men't Patent Colt Shoes

CITIZEN!

CAKE

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS

TO INSPECT THEM.

CHOPPERS.

OF FOOD

MAKERS.

FAMOUS
STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS A SPEC ALTY.

THE

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

